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Introduction

1 Introduction

1.1  Overview

Dysfunctional social communication is one of the most stable characteristics in pa-

tients with mental disorders and especially patients with schizophrenia  spectrum 

disorder (SSD) that also affects quality of life. Interpreting abstract speech and in-

tegrating nonverbal modalities is particularly affected. Considering the dysfunctions 

in sensorimotor systems in schizophrenia, recently added to the Research Domain 

Criteria, and the difficulty to treat communication dysfunctions with usual treatment, 

we investigated the possibility to improve verbal and non-verbal communication in 

schizophrenia by applying a multimodal speech-gesture training (MSG training).

In the MSG training intervention, we offered eight sessions (60 min each) of 

training. The intervention contained perceptive rating (match/mismatch of sentence 

and gesture) and memory tasks, imitation and productive tasks (e.g., speech-ges-

ture fluency where the patients were asked to produce as many word-gesture pairs 

as possible within one minute). In addition, we offered information about gesture as 

meta-learning element as well as homework for reasons of transfer to everyday life 

as part  of every session. Outcomes were measured through pre-post-fMRI and 

standardized psychological as well as specifically outlined questionnaires compar-

ing two subject groups (29 patients with schizophrenia spectrum disorder and 17 

healthy controls). We focused on the generalization effects of the training, mainly 

the effects on quality of life, and their neural correlates, to get a more comprehen-

sive understanding of the training's effects.

At the first measurement (pre-fMRI),  SSD patients showed significantly reduced 

quality of life compared to healthy controls but significantly improved quality of life 

during the training. Strikingly, this improvement correlates with MSG training re-

lated neural activation changes in middle temporal regions bilateral and (para-)hip-

pocampal regions for the processing of abstract multimodal content. 

Despite a number of limitations in the study, the overall analyses provide extraordi-

nary promising results. Especially the transfer effects of the MSG training into the 
1



Introduction

patients'  everyday life  provides evidence for  the beneficial  effects  of  innovative 

add-on treatments for patients with schizophrenia. As communication is the basis 

for social interaction and hence for quality of life, further research in this field is  

highly needed. With this study, we were able to provide implications for future im-

plementation of specific speech and gesture intervention programs in order to im-

prove social functioning and quality of life in SSD patients.

1.2  State of Research

1.2.1 SSD: Schizophrenia Spectrum Disorder

Schizophrenia spectrum disorder  (SSD) is  a  chronic,  often devastating disease 

with an estimated lifetime prevalence up to 1% (Castillejos et al., 2019; Gaebel & 

Wölwer, 2010; Saha et al., 2005). It affects approximately 21 million people around 

the globe and was the 12th most disabling disorder in the Global Burden of Dis-

ease Study 2016,  accounting for  1,7% of  all  years lived with  disability  globally 

(Charlson et al., 2018). According to the diagnosis data of German hospitals, schiz-

ophrenic disorders (F20-F29 according to ICD-10) accounted for about 13% of the 

annual number of inpatient mentally ill patients and about 21% of the annual num-

ber of treatment days in 2007  (Diagnosedaten  der Patientinnen  und Patienten in 

Krankenhäusern, 2008), resulting in total annual costs of schizophrenic disorders 

for the health and social system in Germany between 4.4 and 9.2 billion euros 

(Kissling et al., 1999). Thus, the estimated costs for SSD amount to approximately 

2% to 4% of the total costs for health care services in Germany. In terms of both di-

rect and indirect costs (e.g., due to the patients' productivity losses), they are com-

parable to or even higher than those of common somatic diseases (diabetes, car-

diovascular diseases) (Gaebel & Wölwer, 2010).

The  schizophrenia  spectrum  is  characterized  by  acute  psychoses of  episodic 

nature (often accompanied with positive symptoms such as delusions, hallucina-

tions, disorganized speech, disorganized, or catatonic behavior) as well as variably 

chronic or remitting psychotic, cognitive and affective symptoms (mainly negative 

symptoms, e.g., apathy, anhedonia, and alogia). Life expectancy in patients suffer-

ing from SSD is reduced by 15 to 20 years (Gaebel & Wölwer, 2010). Considering 

2
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the high individual and socio-economic burden of schizophrenia, further research is 

urgently needed to understand pathomechanisms and enable earlier diagnosis and 

adequate treatments. 

The treatment of SSD is based on a multimodal and multi-professional concept and 

includes pharmacotherapy, psychotherapeutic, social, and rehabilitation therapies. 

The conventional medical treatment is often (Hegarty et al., 1994; Jääskeläinen et 

al., 2013) successful in treating positive symptoms, but especially negative symp-

toms and formal thought disorders concerning social-communicative skills remain 

relatively stable (Dollfus & Petit, 1995; Gaebel & Wölwer, 2010; Joyal et al., 2016; 

Lavelle et al., 2014; Wüthrich et al., 2020). On the opposite, deficits are also ob-

served in patients without any medication (Walther, Mittal, et al., 2020), suggesting 

that antipsychotic medication is unlikely to account for these deficits. 

1.2.2 Speech Processing

Communication is the fundamental  basis of  social  life.  According to the classic 

Wernicke-Lichtheim-Geschwind model, speech production is secondary to speech 

perception (Geschwind, 1970). In speech perception, processing abstract linguistic 

concepts is a particularly complex cognitive challenge in interpersonal communica-

tion. The correct interpretation of any abstract concepts requires the ability to com-

prehend additional meanings not directly expressed in an utterance, for example 

conversational implicatures (Grice, 1975). The understanding of figurative expres-

sions like metaphors represents a special case of conversational implicature com-

prehension, in which it is required to go beyond the literal meaning to interpret the  

utterance correctly (Rossetti et al., 2018). In everyday life, metaphors are very fre-

quently used to refer to abstract concepts such as feelings or events (e.g., “out of  

the blue”). According to the Conceptual Metaphor Theory, conceptual (or cognitive) 

metaphors refer to the understanding of one (abstract) concept in terms of another 

(concrete) concept (Lakoff & Johnson, 2008). Conceptual metaphors are very com-

mon in language and are mostly used unconsciously. They are very useful or, ac-

cording to Lakoff and Johnson, necessary for understanding complex ideas in sim-

ple terms. E.g., to get an idea of the quite abstract concept of time, we use the cog-

3
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nitive metaphor TIME IS MONEY, for example in sentences like "I spent a lot of time 

in writing this thesis." Here, some aspects of the so called source domain, MONEY, 

are  mapped  to  the  so  called  target  domain,  TIME  (see  figure  1).  Through  this 

metaphor we can conclude, that time has some kind of value and that we can "buy" 

things with our time. So it is necessary to understand metaphors, not only because 

they occur very frequently in our everyday communication and we can interpret fig-

urative speech only with the help of cognitive metaphors, but, according to Lakoff 

and Johnson, metaphors also conceive the very way we actually perceive and act. 

Lakoff and Johnson would conclude that the conceptual metaphor TIME IS MONEY 

could be associated with the western cultural tradition to pay employees per work-

ing hours. Because the Conceptual Metaphor Theory suggests that (in most cases) 

more abstract ideas can be interpreted (or grasped) by mapping aspects of a more 

concrete idea, this theory is situated in the school of thought of embodied cognition 

(Joue et al., 2020; Santana & De Vega, 2011), which argues that higher cognitive 

processes are grounded in sensorimotor experiences and therewith can influence 

perception and general cognition (for a review of different views, see Pecher et al. 

(2011)). 

1.2.3 Gesture Processing

As  a  further integral  feature  of  embodiment (Tschacher  et  al.,  2017),  gesture 

“serves as an outward manifestation of several interacting fundamental processes” 

(Walther & Mittal, 2016) including speech perception (S. D. Kelly et al., 2010; Wu & 

Coulson, 2010), memory (Straube et al., 2009; Straube, Green, Chatterjee, et al., 
4

Figure  1: Illustration of the cognitive metaphor  TIME IS MONEY according to Lakoff and Johnson. 
Some aspects of the source domain (here: MONEY), e.g., the concept of paying, are mapped to the 
target domain (here: TIME).
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2011), and social functioning (Bucci et al., 2008; Goldin‐Meadow, 2017; Straube et 

al., 2010). The ability to combine information from multiple sensory modalities is a 

key element in a person’s ability of interpersonal communication (Stevenson et al., 

2011).

Gestures are not redundant in face-to-face communication but transport additional 

information: They are used to express information by extending and/or emphasiz-

ing  a  verbal  utterance  and  by  this  contribute  meaning  in  the  communication 

process (Andric & Small, 2012; Goldin-Meadow, 2005). Thus, gestures can disam-

biguate speech (Driskell & Radtke, 2003; Holle & Gunter, 2007; S. D. Kelly et al., 

1999, 2010), increase attention (Maricchiolo et al., 2009) and play a crucial role in 

'grounding' (ensuring comprehension between conversational partners) (Bavelas et 

al., 2011; Nathan & Alibali, 2011) as well as in turn taking (Mondada & Oloff, 2011). 

Gestures therewith have a huge impact on comprehension in the listener (Hostet-

ter, 2011). These effects seem to play a role in language acquisition (Tomasello et 

al., 2019), e.g., by creating 'joint actions'  (Pereira, 2015). Gesturing also contrib-

utes to the gesturer's thinking and speaking: Gestures aid within the production of 

spoken language (Driskell & Radtke, 2003; Goldin-Meadow & Alibali, 2013) and fa-

cilitate  lexical  access  and  therewith  the  fluency/stream  of  speech  (Morsella  & 

Krauss, 2004; Pine et al., 2013; Skipper et al., 2007; Yap et al., 2011). 

We can classify gestures in intrinsically meaningful gestures (e.g., emblems, such 

as the  THUMBS-UP gesture and tool-use gestures,  such as hand movements of 

HAMMERING) and in gestures that can only be understood in the context of verbal  

speech  (He et al., 2015). The latter include for example iconic and metaphorical 

gestures. Iconic gestures accompany concrete spoken concepts (e.g., forming the 

shape of a dog's mouth with a hand while discussing a dog). Metaphorical gestures 

in contrast are hand and arm movements that accompany abstract concepts in 

speech (e.g., forming a cup with a hand while discussing a concept such as love) 

(McNeill, 1992). In the case of metaphorical gesture use, words and gestures can 

serve different expressive functions: While the words spoken make the target do-

main of a cognitive metaphor (in our example, TIME) explicit, the gesture illustrates 

5
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a metaphorical way of thinking about this target by depicting the source domain (in 

our example, MONEY, see figure 2) (Cienki, 2008).

1.2.4 Speech Processing in SSD

In  schizophrenia,  language  disturbances  are  key  signs  (Rossetti  et  al.,  2018), 

which are manifested at all linguistic levels. In acute phases, communication can 

be extremely  limited.  Some  studies  actually  report  parallels  of  schizophrenic 

speech and aphasia (Landre et al., 1992), e.g., patients show dysfunctional em-

bedding, a limited lexical retrieval and neologisms (Covington et al., 2005; DeLisi, 

2001; Heim et al., 2019; Marini et al., 2008). Therefore, referring to the term 'apha-

sia', the productive speech of  SSD patients is called 'schizophasia'  (Covington et 

al., 2005). Further linguistic impairments are for instance an incoherent discourse, 

less referential cohesion and loosening of associations. Aberrations in language 

development  can  already  be  detected  in  children  who  are  diagnosed  with 

schizophrenia later in life  (Jones et al.,  1994; Reichenberg et al.,  2002).  These 

symptoms of disordered speech are evidence of formal thought disorder (Cavelti et 

al., 2018; Hinzen & Rosselló, 2015), which can also be a symptom of other psychi-

atric diseases, such as depression.

6

Figure  2: Illustration of how two channels of communication (speech and gesture) can serve as 
different  expressive functions: While speech expresses the abstract  target  domain (TIME)  in the 
conceptual metaphor  TIME IS MONEY, the gesture reveals the underlying concrete  source domain 
(MONEY).
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Not only the production of speech is impaired in schizophrenia, but also the gen-

eral understanding and interpretation of the meaning of speech and language infor-

mation is severely affected. Especially, patients show difficulties in the understand-

ing of figurative speech or abstract concepts being conveyed through metaphors, 

proverbs, humorous or ironic expressions, which they tend to misinterpret in a con-

crete way (Bergemann et al., 2008; de Bonis et al., 1997; Iakimova et al., 2010; 

Kircher et al., 2007; A. Rapp & Schmierer, 2010). Hence, this phenomenon is clini-

cally  termed  'concretism'  (Rossetti  et  al.,  2018).  In  general,  patients  with 

schizophrenia  often  have  difficulties  to  inhibit  the  dominant,  but  inappropriate 

meaning of a word ('strong meaning response bias')  (Gernsbacher et al., 1999) 

and to integrate an abstract utterance into in the sentence context (Langdon et al., 

2002). To stay with the Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff & Johnson, 2008), pa-

tients with 'concretism' have difficulties to understand an abstract concept (e.g., 

TIME) in terms of another, more concrete concept (e.g., MONEY), see figure 3. Pa-

tients with schizophrenia thus have disturbances at all levels of language process-

ing - with a clear focus on (abstract) concept formation (Kircher & Gauggel, 2008).

By contrast, the understanding of concrete speech seems to be less affected in 

schizophrenia (He et al., 2021; Kircher et al., 2009; Straube et al., 2009; Straube,  

Green, Bromberger, et al., 2011a; Straube, Green, et al., 2013). 

7

Figure  3: Illustration of disturbed conceptualization in patients with  'concretism', one of the most 
frequent language related symptoms in schizophrenia. In our exemplary conceptual metaphor TIME 

IS MONEY, aspects of the source domain (here: MONEY) cannot be transferred to the target domain 
(here:  TIME).  Thus, the metaphor  might not be understood correctly in an abstract way, but the 
interpretation possibly remains concrete in patients with SSD.
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1.2.5 Gesture Processing in SSD

Dysfunction of the integration and interpretation of gesture information represents a 

further core feature of disordered communication processes in SSD. Aberrations in 

gesture processing are found across all stages of schizophrenia, in production as 

well as in perception and interpretation.  There is converging evidence for distur-

bances in imitation and pantomime (Matthews et al., 2013; Walther et al., 2013a, 

2013b, 2015) and incoherent, mismatching gesture use  (Goss, 2011; Walther et 

al.,  2013a).  Furthermore,  recognition  of  gestures  is  impaired  in  SSD  (Berndl, 

Cranach, et al., 1986; Karakuła et al., 2013). When it comes to interpretation, pa-

tients tend to misinterpret gestures, often in a negative way and/or in form of refer-

ential delusions (Berndl, Cranach, et al., 1986; Bucci et al., 2008). Some authors 

therefore claim a general disruption of the integration of two modalities (auditory 

modality: speech and visual modality: gesture) in schizophrenia (Berndl, Cranach, 

et al., 1986; Bucci et al., 2008; P. Martin et al., 1994; Mittal et al., 2006; Troisi et 

al., 1998). Some studies relate working memory deficits to gestural malfunctioning 

(Matthews et al., 2013; Park et al., 2008). Gesture deficits in SSD are related to 

symptom severity, e.g., negative symptoms, hallucinations, and formal thought dis-

order (Bucci et al., 2008; Matthews et al., 2013; Nagels et al., 2019). Patient's ges-

ture performance can even help predicting negative symptom progression and so-

cial functioning (Walther et al., 2016). 

Patients with  SSD particularly have trouble interpreting abstract meaning in ges-

tures (Nagels et al., 2019; Straube, Green, et al., 2013; Straube et al., 2014). A re-

cent study demonstrated aberrant eye-gaze behavior for videos with abstract co-

verbal gestures already in subjects with high risk for schizophrenia (Gupta et al., 

2021). Strikingly, integration skills interact with symptomatology: Nagels and col-

leagues found worse integration skills, reflected in the evaluation of the semantic 

relationship between speech and gesture, in patients with severe symptoms com-

pared to patients with mild symptom severity in formal thought disorders (Nagels et 

al., 2019). 

8
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1.2.6 Speech, Gesture and Its Importance for Quality of Life

As outlined in  chapter  1.2.2 Speech Processing,  conceptual metaphors are fre-

quently used in everyday communication. The 'concretism' symptom (see chapter 

1.2.4 Speech Processing in SSD) thus has a tremendous impact on successful so-

cial interactions (Kircher & Gauggel, 2008; Lakoff & Johnson, 2008) and represents 

a real-world communication problem for patients with schizophrenia (Rossetti et al., 

2018). 

Considering furthermore gestures' fundamental role in social communication and 

functioning  as  discussed  in  chapter  1.2.3 Gesture  Processing,  integration  of 

speech  and  gesture  is  highly  important  for  the  social  inclusion  of  individuals 

(Goldin-Meadow & Alibali, 2013; Suffel et al., 2020). Particularly in SSD, impaired 

multimodal  communication (see  chapter  1.2.5 Gesture Processing in SSD)  can 

have  wide-ranging  effects  on  the  patients'  social-communicative  functioning 

(Walther & Mittal, 2016).

Since communication and interpersonal skills are put forward to play a crucial role  

in social integration, communication impairments are hence a central issue in mod-

ern psychiatry (Joyal et al., 2016) and can have a serious impact on the psychia-

trist-patient  communication  (McCabe  et  al.,  2013) with  further  negative  conse-

quences for rehabilitation: According to the German Robert Koch Institute, impair-

ments in communication and social skills are a main factor responsible for SSD pa-

tients not being in a stable partnership and for unsuccessful educational careers 

with only 30% of the patients being actually employed (Gaebel & Wölwer, 2010). 

The limited participation on both personal and professional levels results in a dra-

matically reduced quality of life (Bambini et al., 2016; Falkai, 2016; Gaebel & Wöl-

wer, 2010).

1.2.7 Speech, Gesture and Its Neural Correlates

As outlined above, decoding of abstract meaning is particularly challenging for pa-

tients with  SSD in multiple modalities (see  chapters  1.2.4 Speech Processing in

SSD and 1.2.5 Gesture Processing in SSD). Even though gestures convey mean-

ing via the visual modality and speech is transmitted via the auditory modality, both 
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modalities  form  a  coupled  communication  system rather  than  two  distinct  pro-

cesses and therefore are integrated into a unified framework (McNeill, 1992). The 

binding of information from multiple modalities is a complex higher order cognitive 

process that requires semantic integration  (Green et al.,  2009; He et al.,  2018; 

Özyürek et al., 2007) as described in the 'memory unification control' (MUC) model 

(Hagoort, 2013; Hagoort et al., 2009; Holler & Levinson, 2019; Willems & Hagoort,  

2007), shown in figure 4. The yellow regions (temporal cortex and angular gyrus) 

store fundamental information related to speech, such as phonological word forms, 

morphological  information  as  well  as  specific  syntactic  templates  of  parts  of 

speech. The blue regions (Broca's area and adjacent cortex) are mainly involved in 

so called unification processes according to the MUC model. These processes are 

crucial for generating larger structures in terms of semantic, syntactic or phonologi-

cal unification operations. The grey regions (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) are re-

sponsible for executive control (e.g., selecting the correct language or turn taking). 

They are also relevant for paying attention to the most relevant information in the 

input (selection processes). Besides these regions, midline structures including the 

anterior cingulate cortex and parts of parietal cortex are involved in attention (not  

shown in the figure).

These regions play an important role in complex integration processes: Indepen-

dent  from modality,  temporal  regions,  specifically  the  superior  temporal  sulcus 

(STS) and middle temporal gyrus (MTG), show activation for general integration 

processes and perceptual-matching processes  (Dick  et  al.,  2012;  Green et  al., 

10

Figure  4: The three components of  the MUC model of 
language. The  figure  displays  a  lateral  view  of  the  left 
hemisphere:  Memory  (yellow)  in  left  temporal  cortex, 
Unification  (blue)  in  l.IFG,  and  Control  (grey)  in 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. The anterior cingulate cortex 
(part of the Control component) is not shown.

Figure  based on Hagoort (2005).

l.IFG = left inferior frontal gyrus.
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2009; Joue et al., 2020; Kircher et al., 2009; Straube, Green, Bromberger, et al., 

2011a; Straube, Green, et al., 2013; Straube et al., 2014) and the inferior frontal 

gyrus (IFG) is involved in complex higher-order processes such as the unification 

of  disparate semantic  information in  abstract  speech-gesture pairs  (Dick et  al., 

2009,  2012;  He  et  al.,  2015,  2018;  Kircher  et  al.,  2009;  Straube,  Green, 

Bromberger, et al., 2011a; Straube, Green, et al., 2013).

Compared to healthy controls, patients with SSD show abnormal activation, mostly 

in  fronto-temporal  regions,  during  the  interpretation  of  metaphorical  speech 

(Kircher et al., 2007; Rossetti  et al., 2018). During the integration of metaphoric 

gestures, patients with schizophrenia also show abnormal activation of and con-

nectivity between  specific regions, especially in the IFG and middle and superior 

temporal areas (Straube, Green, et al., 2013; Straube et al., 2014) as well as glob-

ally in the praxis network (Viher et al., 2020). Strikingly, aberrant neural activation 

as well  as reduced behavioral  performance in  communication tasks have been 

found in medicated patients with chronic schizophrenia in most of the studies and 

hence seem to be stable despite medication.

On  the  other  hand,  more  recent  findings  suggest  that  the  gesture-speech 

integration  network  (involving  the  posterior  STS,  visual  occipital  cortex,  and 

auditory  cortex)  is  functional  in  patients with  schizophrenia.  Only  the  verbal 

pathway between left MTG and STS seems to be impeded in SSD patients, which 

correlates with  concretism  ratings  and  negative  symptom  rating  scores 

(Wroblewski et al., 2020). 

1.2.8 Current Treatments for Patients With SSD

Symptoms in SSD concerning social-communicative skills remain relatively stable 

despite medication (Dollfus & Petit, 1995b; Gaebel & Wölwer, 2010a; Joyal et al., 

2016a; Lavelle et al.,  2014a; Wüthrich et al.,  2020a). Nowadays, several thera-

peutic programs exist which can efficiently complement the therapy of patients with 

schizophrenia (Falkai,  2016),  including psychotherapy (e.g.,  cognitive behavioral 

therapy), occupational therapy (Buchain et al., 2003; Liberman et al., 1998), physi-

cal therapy (Vancampfort et al., 2012), dance and movement therapy (L. A. L. Mar-
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tin et al., 2016), art therapy (Crawford & Patterson, 2007) and music therapy (Gold 

et al., 2009; Peng et al., 2010; Tang et al., 1994). 

However, despite  ample evidence  of dysfunctional social  communication  in 

schizophrenia and its association with negative outcomes for patients'  quality of 

life, speech language therapy is not yet a systematical part of a comprehensive in-

tervention (Joyal et al., 2016). Nevertheless, first studies show positive effects of 

speech related tasks in rehabilitation approaches on speech production in patients 

with symptoms such as alogia or delusional speech (Allen et al., 1978; Clegg et al., 

2007; Foxx et al., 1988; Kramer et al., 2001). Further studies have found positive 

effects for discourse production (score of intelligibility, appropriateness and elabo-

ration of responses) (Baker, 1971), verbal fluency (Ojeda et al., 2012; Vianin et al., 

2014; Wykes, 1998) and naming (Kondel et al., 2006).  Furthermore, results from 

first exploratory studies on specific speech language therapy in patients with SSD 

actually give reason to assume beneficial effects of speech language interventions 

(Bosco et al., 2016; Santos et al., 2021).  On the other hand, some studies could 

neither find a benefit of speech language therapy for sentence understanding, rep-

etition and naming (Man et al., 2012), nor for verbal fluency (Blairy et al., 2008; 

Ojeda et al., 2012) and pragmatic non-verbal skills (Kawakubo et al., 2007). 

Nonverbal trainings are rare up to nonexistent in the field of psychiatry. First stud-

ies show beneficial  effects of  stimulation techniques on gesture integration and 

production without training (Schülke & Straube, 2019; Walther, Kunz, et al., 2020). 

A particular challenge with this patient group is furthermore the feasibility of 

specific intervention programs: previous intervention studies report a dropout rate 

of approximately 15% (Gordon et al., 2018).

Considering the potential impact of communication on social life and therefore life 

quality in general (Bambini et al., 2016), it is particularly important to focus on the 

development of  a well  feasible specific  speech  language  training intervention 

(Heim, 2020; Joyal et al., 2016; Riedl et al., 2020; Rossetti et al., 2018).
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1.3 Aim and Research Questions

Here  we  describe  the  development  and  implementation  of  a  novel  multimodal 

speech-gesture training for patients with schizophrenia spectrum disorder. For the 

first time, we conducted such a training with SSD patients. Hence, we focused on 

the feasibility of the training program and on initial evidence of efficiency in chang-

ing dysfunctional neural processing and transfer effects on quality of life. 

In order to be able to make statements about the feasibility of the training program, 

we analyzed the dropout rate of SSD patients during the MSG training. In order to  

get more detailed impressions of how the patients experienced the training pro-

gram, we exploratory investigated satisfaction with training through specifically out-

lined questionnaires.

As communication is the basis for social interaction and hence for quality of life, we 

compared  quality  of  life  scores  before  and  after  training  with  a  control  group 

through a standardized psychological questionnaire (Satisfaction With Life Scale: 

SWLS). 

To examine the relationships of training, quality of life, and neural processing, we 

furthermore  measured  neural  patterns  of  processing  abstract  speech-gesture 

episodes through fMRI using specific experiments with iconic and metaphoric ges-

ture materials  (Straube, Green, Bromberger, et al., 2011a) and correlated these 

neural patterns with changes in quality of life. 

To get a more comprehensive understanding of the potential training effects, we 

also exploratory examined suitable behavioral  outcomes from the training tasks 

and subjective impressions of the patients and their relatives using specifically out-

lined questionnaires about nonverbal communication and social life.
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1.4 Hypotheses

(1) The MSG training is well feasible with patients with SSD, which is expressed by 

a low dropout rate of four dropouts maximum (lower than 15% dropout rate, con-

sidering dropout rates in comparable studies (Gordon et al., 2018)).

(2) Patients with schizophrenia spectrum disorder (SSD group) show significantly 

reduced quality of life (measured by SWLS score) in comparison to the control 

group before training (ses-pre).

(3) The quality of life (measured by SWLS score) increases significantly over the 

MSG training (ses-pre versus ses-post) in the SSD group.

(4) Neural activation in abstract multimodal conditions changes significantly over 

the MSG training (ses-pre versus ses-post) in the SSD group. In particular, we ex-

pect changes in bilateral temporal regions and left inferior frontal gyrus.

(5) Hence, neural activation patterns are more similar between SSD patients and 

control group after (ses-post) than before (ses-pre) the MSG training. 

(6) The neural activation changes in multimodal conditions with abstract content 

are specific to the MSG training (for the waiting-first group): We expect no signifi-

cant changes during a no treatment period (ses-pre versus ses-bl), but significant 

pre-post MSG training changes (ses-bl versus ses-post).

(7) Changes in the SSD group in quality of life (measured by SWLS score) corre-

late with the pre-post training changes in neural activation in multimodal abstract 

conditions.
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2 Methods

2.1  Participants

2.1.1 Inclusion of Participants

The study was carried out in accordance with recommendations of the local ethics 

committee (Philipps-University Marburg, Department of Medicine, Deanery/Ethics 

Committee, Reference: R1, Study 01/17) and has been registered at the German 

Clinical Trials Register, DRKS (DRKS00015118, DRKS.de). All subjects gave writ-

ten informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and were com-

pensated for participation. The protocol was approved by the local ethics commit-

tee. All information collected is kept confidential, stored securely and archived in 

accordance  with  the  research  governance  policy  of  the  university.  Participant 

anonymity is retained by allocating a unique identification number for the trial and 

any identifiable information stored separately from this.

In a telephone screening, volunteers were called to make sure that both their sta-

tus of physical health and capability to participate in a fMRI study met our condi-

tions. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were part of this screening as well as a ques-

tionnaire about the progress, the individual core symptoms of schizophrenia and 

medication.

Subjects were eligible for study entry if they met the following criteria:

• Aged between 18 and 62 years1

• Capability to give informed consent

Additional criteria, patients only:

• Diagnosis of schizophrenia spectrum disorder according to ICD-10 criteria

• Relatively stable symptoms (no acute psychosis)

1 Here, we deviated by 2 years from the original criteria described in the study protocol (Riedl et al., 
2020) to ensure accurate  matching by age in  the two subject  groups (SSD group and control  
group).
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To evaluate the stadium and type of symptoms of the patients as well as for safety 

reasons,  additionally  a  pre-scan interview with  the  patients  including  questions 

concerning the illness and medication as well as standardized psychological ques-

tionnaires for schizophrenia (SAPS (Andreasen, 1984)/SANS (Andreasen, 1983)) 

were conducted.

Subjects were not eligible if any of the following criteria were present:

• No capability to give informed consent

• Risk of suicide necessitating hospitalization

• Physical illnesses that interfere with the planned measurements

• Medical contraindication against fMRI measurements

• Pregnancy

• Contraception per intrauterine contraceptive device

Additional criterion for exclusion, control subjects only:

• Diagnosis of mental diseases

If volunteers met the criteria, they met with a member of the research team to go 

through  the  study  information.  Inclusion  and  exclusion  criteria  were  confirmed 

along with the assessment of positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia as 

well as gesture performance (for patients), social activity and quality of life (all par-

ticipants). 

All participants were free of visual and auditory deficits, additional neurological and 

medical impairments as well as any cerebral abnormality, as assessed by a T1-

weighted MRI. All participants reported German to be their primary language. For 

an overview of the demographics and the equivalents of antipsychotic medication 

in the patients, see table 1.

Participants were informed that they were free to withdraw at any time without giv-

ing reasons and without prejudicing any further treatment.
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2.1.2 SSD Group

The original sample encompassed 30 patients diagnosed with schizophrenia spec-

trum disorder (SSD). One of the patients dropped out for private reasons, so our fi-

nal sample of patients comprised n=29. From these, 20 patients were allocated to 

the wait-first group and 9 to the training-first group. The patients were diagnosed 

by clinicians according to the International Classification of Diseases (World Health 

Organization, 1992) with schizophrenia (F20.0, n = 13; F20.1, n = 2; F20.3, n = 1; 

F20.6, n = 1), schizoaffective disorder (F25, n = 9), acute and transient psychotic 

disorders (F23.0, n = 1; F23.1, n = 1; F23.2, n = 2), substance-induced psychosis 

(F1x.50, n = 3) or schizoid personality disorder (F60.1, n = 1).2 Twenty-two of the 

patients were treated with atypical antipsychotic medication; six patients received 

(additional) antidepressants or other psychiatric medical treatment. Five patients 

were  not  medicated.  Nineteen  patients  were  under  psychological  treatment 

throughout the time of the study. Before participation and in order to characterize 

the severity of schizophrenia symptoms, the German adaptation of the Scale for 

the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS) (Andreasen, 1983) and the Scale 

for  the Assessment of  Positive Symptoms (SAPS)  (Andreasen,  1984) were as-

sessed. On average, the patients had a total SANS score of 22.52 (SD = 14.8) and 

a total SAPS score of 24.54 (SD = 19.62). Eight of the patients were women, mean 

age was 35.48, ranging from 22 to 62 years. In average, they held a General Cer -

tificate of Secondary Education, which is equivalent to 10 years of school in Ger-

many. Since the training was cognitively demanding and furthermore focused on 

the stable symptoms, only patients who were deemed clinically stable were invited.

2.1.3 Control Group

In the control group, initially 27 participants without any psychiatric diagnosis were 

included. 10 dropped out: 2 aborted for private reasons, 4 had to be excluded for 

safety reasons and/or incidental findings of neural structure during the first assess-

ment and 4 had to be excluded or quit the experiment, because the waiting time 

2 The divergent total number of diagnoses from the number of participating patients results from 
multiple diagnoses in individual patients.
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between the measurements was too long3 due to lockdown in the Covid-19 pan-

demic. The final sample in the control group comprised n=17, so we did not split  

them into two different treatment groups as we did with the patients (see also sec-

tion 2.2.2 Modifications of the Study Design). Four participants from the final sam-

ple were women, mean age was 36.53, ranging from 22 to 62 years. Just like the 

SSD group, in average they held a General Certificate of Secondary Education.

2.1.4 Matching of Groups

The groups were matched for sex, age and education, where they did not signifi-

cantly differ (see table 1).

Patients with SSD Controls Difference (p)

Age (years) 35.48 ±11.07 36.53 ±11.77 0.774
Sex male/female 22/7 13/4 0.964
Education (codes)* 2.41 ±0.67 2.35 ±0.68 0.776
SAPS (total) 24.54 ±19.26 - - -
SANS (total) 22.52 ±14.8 - - -
TULIA 11.36 ±0.93 - - -
CPZ Equivalent 275.03 ±330.27 - - -

Table  1:  Demographics, medication and neuropsychological measures.  Values are presented as 
mean ± standard deviation.

CPZ:  chlorpromazine;  SAPS/SANS:  scale  for  the  Assessment  of  Positive/Negative  Symptoms; 
SSD: schizophrenia spectrum disorder; TULIA: Apraxia Screen of TULIA (AST).

*  Education  codes:  1:  Certificate  of  secondary  education;  2:  General  certificate  of  secondary 
education; 3: General qualification for university entrance

2.2  Study Design

2.2.1 Experimental Procedure

This was a single-center randomized controlled trial of intensive single speech-ges-

ture training versus wait-list  control  being conducted at  Philipps-University Mar-

burg, Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy.  In this institution, patients di-

agnosed with SSD (see chapter 2.1.2 SSD Group) and healthy controls (see chap-

3 Too  long  in  terms  of  being  not  longer  comparable  to  the  intervals  between  the 
measurements/assessments in the SSD group.
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ter  2.1.3 Control Group) were recruited.  Outcomes were measured through pre-

post-fMRI and standardized psychological questionnaires comparing the two sub-

ject groups.

To  ensure  quality  as  well  as  transparency  of  our  methods  (as  it  is  postulated 

specifically in the fields of psychiatry  (Bell, 2017) and neuroimaging  (Gau et al., 

2021) and promoted by the European Commission  (The Lisbon Council, 2019)), 

we described our methods, including the study's design and the MSG training pro-

gram, in detail in advance the completion of data acquisition (Riedl et al., 2020).

2.2.1 Intervention Groups

SSD patients were randomly allocated (computerized random numbers) to one of 

two groups - waiting-first or training-first. In the waiting-first group, a first baseline 

fMRI measurement (ses-pre) was conducted, followed by a waiting time (treatment 

as usual: TAU) and a second baseline fMRI measurement (ses-bl). Then, patients 

performed the MSG training program and concluded the study with a post fMRI 

measurement (ses-post).  In the training-first  group, the baseline fMRI measure-

ment was directly followed by the MSG training program. Then followed the second 

fMRI measurement, a waiting period (TAU) and then the final fMRI measurement.

Thus, patients in our study participated in both – the MSG training program 

and the TAU period. A first benefit from this approach is the comparability of both 

treatment groups (perfect matching of the subjects from the MSG training and the 

TAU). Secondly, we wanted to offer our training program to all patients, which is 

possible with our design where all patients could benefit from the program. Due to 

a lack of former similar studies' effect sizes for power calculation, the comparison 

of three measurements provides further evidence for possible training specific ef-

fects through comparing intra-individual repetition and training effects. 

To assess normal functioning on behavioral and neural level, healthy subjects were 

additionally thought to be involved as control group in our training procedure, but 

they received no training and were therefore measured only twice (ses-pre and 

ses-post with TAU in between).
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With this design, altogether, we were able to compare patients and control subjects 

pre-to-post with an equal number of repetitions as well as data from MSG training 

program of all patients. For further details, see Riedl et al. (2020).

2.2.2 Modifications of the Study Design

Due to recruitment delays and dropouts in the control group during the Covid-19 

pandemic (as clarified in chapter 2.1.2 SSD Group), control subjects were not di-

vided into two intervention groups as originally planned  (Riedl et al.,  2020) and 

thus did not conduct the training program. Therefore, we were not able to compare 

training success between the subject groups (SSD group versus control group). 

Nevertheless, the modified design allowed us to make inferences about subject 

group differences before the MSG training program as well as the progress in train-

ing task performance in the SSD group.
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2.3  MSG: The Multimodal Speech-Gesture Training Program

2.3.1 Development of the MSG Training Intervention

Since  specific  intervention  approaches  focusing  on  multimodal  communication 

skills in patients with SSD are lacking so far, we developed a completely new multi-

modal speech-gesture (MSG) training program.  Every session had a similar se-

quence of exercises and was developed following best practice in therapy interven-

tion.

According to the classic Wernicke-Lichtheim-Geschwind model, speech production 

is secondary to perception (Geschwind, 1970), see chapter 1.2.2 Speech Process-

ing. Hence, in speech language therapy, for example in patients with aphasia after 

stroke, speech perception is treated first or at least parallel to the production of 

speech. Due to the fact that in schizophrenia understanding language is frequently 

affected (see chapter 1.2.4 Speech Processing in SSD), a training of speech per-

ception and interpretation of meaning is appropriate. Results from first exploratory 

studies actually give reason to assume beneficial effects of speech language inter-

ventions also for speech perception in patients with schizophrenia  (Bosco et al., 

2016; Santos et al., 2021), see chapter 1.2.8 Current Treatments for Patients With

SSD.

Because some of the core communication problems of patients with schizophrenia 

concern the integration into the sentence context (Kostova et al., 2003), it is impor-

tant to not only take into account isolated words or phrases. The integration of 

words  into context  is  strongly  associated  with  working  memory  capacities,  as 

Kintsch and van Dijk claim in their model of text comprehension and production 

(Kintsch  &  van  Dijk,  1978).  Hence,  working  memory  and  language  processing 

seem to be thoroughly connected. This is also true for working memory and the in-

tegration of gesture (Rudner, 2018; Straube et al., 2009; Straube, Green, Chatter-

jee, et al., 2011), see chapter 1.2.3 Gesture Processing, which seems to be dys-

functional in SSD, see  chapter  1.2.5 Gesture Processing in SSD. There are ap-

proaches of working memory training for patients with schizophrenia already (Bor 

et al., 2011; Haut et al., 2010; Penadés et al., 2013; Subramaniam et al., 2014; 
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Wykes et al., 2002). For these reasons, specifically outlined working memory tasks 

should be taken into account as an important part of a speech language training 

program.

Social communication is not only based on speech itself but also on the integration 

of nonverbal information such as gesture (Suffel et al., 2020), see  chapter  1.2.3 

Gesture Processing. Thus, a multimodal training program including gesture training 

tasks might help to develop, reactivate or promote communication resources in pa-

tients with schizophrenia. Nonverbal trainings are rare up to nonexistent in the field 

of psychiatry, see  chapter  1.2.8 Current Treatments for Patients With SSD. One 

study showed positive effects of transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) on 

gesture integration in a group of patients with  SSD without training  (Schülke & 

Straube, 2019). Another study could show a benefit from single session transcra-

nial  magnetic  stimulation  (TMS)  also  for  gesture  production  in  patients  with 

schizophrenia (Walther,  Kunz,  et  al.,  2020).  This effect  could be  potentially  in-

creased and prolonged in combination with an adequate gesture training program. 

Despite the difficulties in processing multimodal input, patients with schizophrenia 

seem to benefit at least partially from gestures accompanying speech compared to 

processing unimodal input (Cuevas et al., 2021; He et al., 2021). Thus, gestures 

that visualize concrete concepts of the source domain could help patients with SSD 

to understand the abstract meaning in a cognitive metaphor and integrate it into the 

sentence context.

To solve the open questions regarding the efficiency of a specific training in pa-

tients  with  schizophrenia,  considering  perceptive speech  processing,  working 

memory functions and  the integration of  nonverbal  communication into abstract 

sentence  content,  we  developed  a  specific multimodal  speech-gesture  training 

(MSG training) program.

The influence of speech-gesture training has scarcely been examined so far, but 

given the previous findings, it seems to be promising to implement such a training 

procedure for patients with schizophrenia (Heim, 2020; Heim et al., 2019; Joyal et 

al., 2016; Riedl et al., 2020; White et al., 2016; Wüthrich et al., 2020). 
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2.3.2 Implementation of the MSG Training Intervention

Examiners

Speech language therapists and medical students with their focus on psychiatric 

disorders were involved as examiners. They were trained in detail before they con-

ducted parts of the study (e.g., the MSG training) with patients. Examiners did not 

alternate between patients to ensure steadiness. During MSG training sessions, at 

least one examiner was present. Examiners were unaware about our specific neu-

ral and behavioral hypotheses regarding the MSG training effects on the different 

measures.

Setting

The training took place in an individual setting, taking into account that exercises 

including gesture performance  were possibly hard to execute when other partici-

pants  would have been present. We offered eight sessions (60 minutes each) of 

high frequent training, considering the dose-effect relationship that suggests eight 

training sessions to be the minimum for patients to benefit (Howard et al., 1986), as 

well as recommendations of high frequent interventions in speech language ther-

apy for SSD patients (Joyal et al., 2016).

MSG Training Procedure

Every session began with a short personal intro to establish a respectful relation-

ship between patient and examiner, including a discussion about the homework 

prepared  for  the  current  session.  Thereafter,  patients  executed  four  exercises 

which  we developed  and selected  to  increase  complexity:  First  two perceptual 

tasks (one relatedness (Choudhury et al., 2021; Schülke & Straube, 2019) and one 

working memory (Rudner, 2018; Straube et al., 2009; Straube, Green, Chatterjee, 

et al., 2011) task), then a productive (imitation/mime) task. As in the fMRI measure-

ments, video material was used for these three tasks where an actor produces 

sentences with a concrete or abstract meaning and accompanies these sentences 

with gesture. In the relatedness task, videos with related and videos with unrelated 

speech-gesture pairs were presented for the patients to rate. In the working mem-

ory task, patients were asked to decide whether a video was new or presented for  
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the second time (n-back task). The videos in the working memory task contained 

unimodal (speech or gesture only) and multimodal (speech accompanied by ges-

ture) input. The videos differed from the stimuli used in the fMRI measurements. 

As the training increased in difficulty, we developed and selected as the last exer-

cise a free productive speech gesture fluency (SG fluency) task. Similar to verbal 

fluency tasks (Rosenkranz et al., 2019; Wende et al., 2012), the patients were in-

structed to generate as many words with accompanying suitable gesture as possi-

ble for each of the three semantic fields per session, resulting in a total of 24 cate-

gories. Time was limited to one minute per semantic field. The stimulus material in 

the SG fluency task was selected with a primary focus on eligibility for therapeutic 

intervention and controlled4 regarding psycholinguistic properties that are known to 

have an effect on language processing, including typicality  (Glauer et al., 2007) 

and the effect of word frequency5 (Brysbaert et al., 2011).

At the end of each training session, patients were provided with some interesting 

background information about gesture and how it is related to language and com-

munication (“what it is good for”) that was supposed to motivate them to attend to 

and talk about gestures in everyday life situations. Handouts summarizing the con-

tent of this information and an explanation of the new homework were given to pa-

tients at the end of each session to encourage transfer of the training effects to 

daily life routine.

Protocols  were  written  during  the  training  and  productive  tasks  were  video 

recorded for later independent analysis. After the last training sessions, patients 

and their relatives were asked for feedback regarding the MSG training and its im-

pact on the patients' daily life using specifically outlined questionnaires.

4 A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) did not reveal significant differences with respect to word 
frequency (F(7.16) = 0.80; p = 0.598) and typicality between the categories of each session (F(7.16) 
= 3.52; p = 0.092).

5 To control for word frequency,  dlexDB frequencies (DlexDB, n.d.) were used,  which seem to be 
more reliable for German than the commonly used CELEX frequencies (Brysbaert et al., 2011). 
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2.3.3 TAU: Treatment as Usual

In addition to the fMRI before and after the MSG training program, we conducted a 

further  fMRI  measurement  (ses-bl)  after  a  period  of  waiting  (TAU)  in  the  SSD 

group. The duration of MSG training and TAU period were the same within a pa-

tient. This allowed us to compare the outcomes from the training to a period of no 

training. This approach is similar to a training-TAU-design with two groups (one 

group undergoing the  training and a control  group undergoing the TAU, which 

means no training in the present study). 
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Figure 5: Simplified design of the study after CONSORT guidelines.

Abbreviated  illustration  of  the  experimental  design  and  treatment  groups  in  the  patients  after 
CONSORT guidelines (Boutron et al., 2017).

TAU, treatment as usual: waiting period without training; MSG training, multimodal training program 
(patients only). 
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2.4  Measurements

2.4.1 Feasibility Assessment

In order to be able to make a statement about the feasibility of the training, the 

number of dropouts during the training was collected.

Furthermore, in order to obtain detailed information that could be useful for evaluat-

ing the feasibility of the MSG training program, we exploratory analyzed two specif-

ically outlined post training questionnaires. One of the questionnaires was intended 

to represent the impression about the training of the patients, the other one the im-

pression of a close relative.

Patients' Questionnaire about the MSG Training

At the end of the very last training session, the patients were asked for their feed-

back regarding the MSG training and its impact on their everyday life using a stan-

dardized questionnaire. 

Statements about the MSG training to be evaluated:

1. I got along well with the training management.

2. I enjoyed the tasks in the training (motivation).

3. I found the training useful.

4. It was easy for me to work on the tasks in the training.

5. I made a lot of effort to work on the tasks in the training.

6. I've put a lot of effort into working through the application exercises

7. I also benefited from the training in everyday life.

8. I understood the tasks in the training.

The questionnaire's scale ranged from 1 (very bad) to 10 (very good).
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Relatives' Questionnaire about the MSG Training

After the training, the patients' relatives were contacted to to ask them what impact 

the MSG training had on the patient's communication and social  functioning from 

their  perspective  as  a  close  person  and  therewith  a  frequent  communication 

partner.

Questions:

Compared to the state before training:

1. How often does she/he have social contacts now?

Can the study participant do the following, compared to the state before training:

2. Overall, adequately understand what the interlocutor is saying?

3. Make her-/hisself understandable only by gestures (e.g., in the case of loud am-

bient noises)?

4. Draw attention to her-/himself with gestures?

5. Make it clear in the conversation using gestures whether she/he is listening / 

bored / wants to speak for her-/himself (turn taking)?

6. Use gestures while speaking?

7. Use gestures that match her/his language/statement?

8. How often does the participant use gestures?

9. Communicate in an understandable way (e.g., express her-/himself clearly)?

10. Express emotions/emotional states using gestures/facial expressions?

11. Interpreting the other party's gestures correctly (appropriate reaction)?

12. Use gestures appropriate to the situation?

The questionnaire's scale ranged from -5 (much worse than before) to 5 (much 

better than before).
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2.4.2 Quality of Life Assessment

To assess the effect of the  MSG training on social functioning and quality of life, 

SSD patients as well as control subjects were asked to complete a psychological 

questionnaire about quality of life (German version of SWLS – Satisfaction with Life 

Scale (Glaesmer et al., 2011): satisfying validity and reliability with cronbach alpha 

= 0.87 (Pavot & Diener, 2009)) before and after the training program. Outcomes 

were checked for implausible values. 

2.4.3 FMRI Measurements

Detailed manuals were developed and provided to the examiners who conducted 

the fMRI measurements. Furthermore, examiners were trained in detail before they 

conducted parts of the study with participants. During the fMRI measurements, at 

least two examiners were present. Protocols were written for fMRI measurements.

Before we started with  the measurement,  the participants were informed 

about the setting of the study. A member of the research team went through the 

study information and answered any questions.

Stimuli

In order to gain an advanced understanding in the engine of integration mecha-

nisms and their neural correlates in patients with schizophrenia, participants under-

went fMRI measurements watching videos on a screen6 before and after a waiting 

period (TAU) as well as after the actual MSG training. These videos differed from 

the  ones  presented during  the  MSG training  procedure.  The  videos  had been 

recorded with an actor expressing concrete (con) or abstract (abs) sentences (for 

an explanation of  abstractness see section 1.2.2 Speech Processing) accompa-

nied by gesture (SG), see  figure  6. Additionally, abstract and concrete unimodal 

control conditions (speech only: S, or gesture only: G) were presented. The videos 

were standardized, extensively evaluated and had been successfully applied in a 

large number of fMRI (Green et al., 2009; Kircher et al., 2009; Straube et al., 2009; 

Straube, Green, Bromberger, et al., 2011a), EEG (He et al., 2018), tDCS (Schülke 

6 In the MRI scanner, an additional mirror had to be used for presentation.
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&  Straube,  2019) and  patient  studies  including  patients  with  schizophrenia 

(Straube, Green, et al., 2013; Straube et al., 2014). The video sequences had a 

mean duration of five seconds.

The experimental paradigm was implemented in the software Presentation® (Ver-

sion  18.3,  (Presentation  (Software)  Documentation,  n.d.) Neurobehavioral  Sys-

tems, Inc., Berkeley, CA, www.neurobs.com). The experiment comprised 30 video 

sequences per condition, 180 video sequences in total, presented in a pseudo-ran-

domized order in three blocks of data acquisition (functional runs) with a duration of 

~9 minutes each (27 minutes in total). Each video sequence trial was followed by a 

fixation cross presented in the center of a black screen with an average jitter of  

8215 ms (6682 – 9818 ms) between the onsets of two succeeding videos. The par-

ticipants were pseudo-randomly assigned to one of eight different counterbalanced 

versions of stimuli  presentation to avoid sequence effects.  No sentence content 

was presented more than once in the same or another condition to the participants 

in the same measurement session.
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Task

The videos were presented to the participants who had been instructed to watch 

the videos and tap with their left forefinger on the buttons of a response box that 

was fixated at their left leg to confirm that they attentively watched (passive percep-

tion task). This allowed us to investigate implicit speech and gesture processing in 

concrete and abstract conditions (due to 'concretism' in schizophrenia) and differ-
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Figure 6: 

Example of stimuli.

Illustration  of  the stimulus 
conditions:

Above: sentences  with 
abstract  content 
accompanied  with  gesture 
(absSG);

Below: sentences  with 
concrete  content 
accompanied  with  gesture 
(conSG).
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ent modalities as well as multimodal integration  (Straube, Green, Bromberger, et 

al., 2011a; Straube, Green, et al., 2013).

FMRI Paradigm

Imaging data were collected with a 3 T whole body MRI system (SIEMENS MAG-

NETOM TrioTim syngo MR B17) equipped with a standard head coil. Structural im-

age acquisition consisted of 176 T1 weighted sagittal slices (slice thickness = 1.0 

mm; FoV = 256 mm; TR = 1900 ms; TE = 2.26 s). To measure BOLD changes in 

brain activity during acquisition, T2* weighted gradient echo planar imaging (EPI) 

with 34 slices covering the whole brain were used (voxel size = 3 x 3 x 4 mm; de-

scending slice acquisition; slice thickness = 4.0 mm; TR = 1650 ms; TE = 25 ms; 

flip angle = 70°; FoV = 192 mm; GRAPPA = 2). Slices were adjusted after the ante-

rior commissure posterior commissure (AC- PC) line. In the three measurements 

(se-pre, ses-bl and ses-post), 936 functional images were acquired during acquisi-

tion phase. A gradient echo field map sequence  was measured before the func-

tional runs to get information for unwarping B0 distortions. 

2.4.4 Exploratory Assessment of Performance During MSG Training

To get a more comprehensive understanding of the potential training effects, we 

also  exploratory  examined  behavioral  outcomes  from  the  training  tasks.  The 

speech-gesture (SG) fluency task was a fixed component in every session of the 

MSG training and therefore suitable to  explore training related changes across 

training  sessions.  The  performance  in  this  task  was  evaluated  via  the  videos 

recorded during the MSG training. Two experienced raters transcribed and rated 

the individual performances in the SG fluency task independently based on the 

video recordings. Reliability of the ratings was calculated between the two raters 

using the intraclass correlation coefficient (McGraw & Wong, 1996) implemented in 

the R (R Core Team, 2013) package irr (Gamer et al., 2012). Based on a one-way 

random effects model, there was an excellent agreement (Koo & Li, 2016) between 

the two raters (kappa = 0.99; p < 0.001). In general,  produced speech-gesture 

pairs were classified as correct, if the word was a member of the semantic field and 

accompanied by a matching adequate gesture. The total number of correctly pro-
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duced words with accompanying gesture was calculated for each participant and 

each session as a sum of the productions in the three semantic fields.

2.5  Data Analysis

2.5.1 Feasibility Analysis

In order to be able to make a statement about the feasibility of the training (hypoth-

esis (1)), the number of dropouts during the training was analyzed and compared 

with dropout rates of previous comparable studies (Gordon et al., 2018).

2.5.2 Quality of Life Score Analysis

For difference between SSD group and control group in SWLS score (hypothesis 

(2)), a Welch t-test and a student's t-test for session comparisons within SSD group 

(hypothesis (3)) were performed using the ggstatsplot package (Patil, 2021) for R 

(R Core Team, 2013).

2.5.3 FMRI Data Analysis

Defacing

As a first preprocessing step, the structural images were defaced and personal 

data were deleted from NIfTI headers using BIDSonym (Herholz, n.d.; Herholz et 

al., 2021) in order to ensure anonymity of participants during further analyses.

Quality Control

For quality control, the BIDS7 app MRIQC was used based on different parameters 

like co-registration, motion and temporal signal-to-noise (Esteban et al., 2017). No 

data had to be excluded.

Modification of Preprocessing Strategy

Diverging from the planned preprocessing pipeline described in (Riedl et al., 2020), 

for the reasons of newly developed preprocessing pipelines, we decided to work 

with standardized BIDS apps in form of singularity containers8 to ensure quality of 

data, transparency of the preprocessing process and possibility of replication.
7 BIDS: Brain Imaging Data Structure (K. J. Gorgolewski et al., 2017).
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Results included in this manuscript come from preprocessing performed using fM-

RIPrep 20.2.0rc0 (Esteban et al.,  2018; Esteban, Markiewicz, Goncalves, et al., 

2020) (RRID:SCR_016216), which is based on Nipype 1.5.1 (Esteban, Markiewicz, 

Burns, et al., 2020; K. Gorgolewski et al., 2011) (RRID:SCR_002502).

Anatomical Data Preprocessing 

The T1-weighted (T1w) image was corrected for intensity non-uniformity (INU) with 

N4BiasFieldCorrection (Tustison et al., 2010), distributed with ANTs 2.2.0 (Avants 

et  al.,  2008) (RRID:SCR_004757),  and  used  as  T1w-reference  throughout  the 

workflow. The T1w-reference was then skull-stripped with a Nipype implementation 

of the antsBrainExtraction.sh workflow (from ANTs), using OASIS30ANTs as target 

template.  Brain  tissue  segmentation  of  cerebrospinal  fluid  (CSF),  white-matter 

(WM) and gray-matter (GM) was performed on the brain-extracted T1w using fast 

(Zhang et al., 2001) (FSL 5.0.9, RRID:SCR_002823). Brain surfaces were recon-

structed using recon-all (Dale et al., 1999) (FreeSurfer 6.0.1, RRID:SCR_001847), 

and the brain mask estimated previously was refined with a custom variation of the 

method to reconcile ANTs-derived and FreeSurfer-derived segmentations of the 

cortical gray-matter of Mindboggle (Klein et al., 2017) (RRID:SCR_002438). Vol-

ume-based  spatial  normalization  to  two  standard  spaces  (MNI152NLin6Asym, 

MNI152NLin2009cAsym)  was  performed  through  nonlinear  registration  with 

antsRegistration (ANTs 2.2.0), using brain-extracted versions of both T1w refer-

ence and the T1w template. The following templates were selected for spatial nor-

malization:  FSL’s MNI ICBM 152 non-linear 6th Generation Asymmetric Average 

Brain  Stereotaxic  Registration Model [(Evans et  al.,  2012),  RRID:SCR_002823; 

TemplateFlow ID:  MNI152NLin6Asym],  ICBM 152 Nonlinear  Asymmetrical  tem-

plate version 2009c [(Fonov et al., 2009), RRID:SCR_008796; TemplateFlow ID: 

MNI152NLin2009cAsym].

8 Singularity: A computer program that performs operating-system-level virtualization also known as 
containerization. One of the main uses of Singularity is to bring containers and reproducibility to 
scientific computing.
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Functional Data Preprocessing 

The experiment was divided in 3 blocks of data acquisition (functional runs) per 

measurement session. For each of these functional runs, the following preprocess-

ing was performed. First, a reference volume and its skull-stripped version were 

generated using a custom methodology of fMRIPrep. Susceptibility distortion cor-

rection (SDC) was omitted. The BOLD reference was then co-registered to the T1w 

reference using  bbregister (FreeSurfer) which implements boundary-based regis-

tration (Greve & Fischl, 2009). Co-registration was configured with six degrees of 

freedom. Head-motion parameters with respect to the BOLD reference (transfor-

mation matrices, and six corresponding rotation and translation parameters) are 

estimated before any spatiotemporal filtering using mcflirt (FSL 5.0.9) (Jenkinson et 

al., 2002). The functional runs were slice-time corrected using 3dTshift from AFNI 

20160207 (Cox & Hyde, 1997) (RRID:SCR_005927). The BOLD time-series (in-

cluding slice-timing correction when applied) were resampled onto their original, 

native space by applying the transforms to correct for head-motion. These resam-

pled BOLD time-series will be referred to as preprocessed BOLD in original space, 

or just  preprocessed BOLD. The BOLD time-series were resampled into several 

standard  spaces,  correspondingly  generating  the  following  spatially-normalized, 

preprocessed  functional runs: MNI152NLin6Asym, MNI152NLin2009cAsym. First, 

a reference volume and its skull-stripped version were generated using a custom 

methodology of fMRIPrep. Several confounding time-series were calculated based 

on the  preprocessed BOLD: framewise displacement (FD), DVARS and three re-

gion-wise global signals. FD was computed using two formulations following Power 

(absolute sum of relative motions, (Power et al.,  2014)) and Jenkinson (relative 

root mean square displacement between affines, (Jenkinson et al., 2002)). FD and 

DVARS were calculated for each functional run, both using their implementations 

in Nipype (following the definitions by (Power et al., 2014)). The three global sig-

nals were extracted within the CSF, the WM, and the whole-brain masks. Addition-

ally, a set of physiological regressors were extracted to allow for component-based 

noise correction (CompCor, (Behzadi et al., 2007)). Principal components were es-

timated after high-pass filtering the  preprocessed BOLD time-series (using a dis-
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crete cosine filter with 128s cut-off) for the two CompCor variants: temporal (tCom-

pCor) and anatomical (aCompCor). tCompCor components  were then calculated 

from the top 2% variable voxels within the brain mask. For aCompCor, three proba-

bilistic masks (CSF, WM and combined CSF+WM) were generated in anatomical 

space. The implementation differs from that  of  Behzadi  et  al. in that  instead of 

eroding the masks by 2 pixels on BOLD space, the aCompCor masks  are sub-

tracted a mask of pixels that likely contain a volume fraction of GM. This mask is  

obtained by dilating a GM mask extracted from the FreeSurfer’s  aseg segmenta-

tion, and it ensures components are not extracted from voxels containing a minimal 

fraction of GM. Finally, these masks were resampled into BOLD space and bina-

rized by thresholding at 0.99 (as in the original implementation). Components were 

also calculated separately within the WM and CSF masks. For each CompCor de-

composition, the k components with the largest singular values were retained, such 

that the retained components’ time series are sufficient to explain 50 percent of 

variance across the nuisance mask (CSF, WM, combined, or temporal). The re-

maining components were dropped from consideration. The head-motion estimates 

calculated in the correction step were also placed within the corresponding con-

founds file.  The confound time series derived from head motion estimates and 

global signals were expanded with the inclusion of temporal derivatives and qua-

dratic terms for each (Satterthwaite et al., 2013). Frames that exceeded a thresh-

old of 0.5 mm FD or 1.5 standardised DVARS were annotated as motion outliers. 

All resamplings can be performed with a single interpolation step by composing all 

the  pertinent  transformations  (i.e. head-motion  transform matrices,  susceptibility 

distortion correction when available, and co-registrations to anatomical and output 

spaces). Gridded (volumetric) resamplings were performed using antsApplyTrans-

forms (ANTs), configured with Lanczos interpolation to minimize the smoothing ef-

fects of other kernels (Lanczos, 1964). Non-gridded (surface) resamplings were 

performed using mri_vol2surf (FreeSurfer).

In order to remain agnostic to any possible subsequent analysis,  fMRIPrep does 

not perform spatial smoothing. For this reason, functional images were smoothed 

using a Gaussian kernel of 6mm full width at the half maximum in all directions to 
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adjust  for  inter-subject  brain  anatomical  variations  using  Statistical  Parametric 

Mapping (SPM12 software package  (SPM12, 2018); Wellcome Trust Centre Hu-

man Neuroimaging, London; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk, RRID: SCR_007037) im-

plemented in  MATLAB R2017a (version 9.2.0 (MATLAB, 2017); MathWorks). For 

this purpose, a standardized MATLAB script was created that transfers fMRIPrep 

output to files that are ready to be analyzed by SPM (fmriprep2spm, https://github.-

com/LydiaRiedl/fmriprep2spm (Riedl, 2021/2021)).

Statistical Analysis

FMRI data were analyzed using standard routines for first and second level analy-

ses in SPM (SPM12 software package (SPM12, 2018); Wellcome Trust Centre Hu-

man  Neuroimaging, London; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk, RRID: SCR_007037) im-

plemented in MATLAB R2017a (version 9.2.0 (MATLAB, 2017); MathWorks). 

Single Subject Level Analysis

On the first level, single subjects’ voxel-wise BOLD activity was modeled by a Gen-

eral Linear Model (GLM) (Friston et al., 1995; Worsley & Friston, 1995). In the con-

text of experiments in which a particular comparison of conditions at multiple points 

in  time are  examined,  effects  are  tested using  an analysis  of  covariance (AN-

COVA). The use of ANCOVA in the context of the GLM allows examining effects of 

interest while removing the effects of other possibly confounding variables such as 

head motion  parameters  (Poldrack,  2000).  The six realignment  parameters  ex-

tracted by fMRIPrep (head motion) were modeled as regressors of no interest. The 

hemodynamic response was modeled in terms of the canonical hemodynamic re-

sponse function (HRF) with parameter estimate images calculated for each partici-

pant and condition in the three functional runs (see section 2.4.3 FMRI Measure-

ments) separately.  The onset of each event was defined as the integration point 

(the time when the stroke of the gesture coincides with the keyword of the sen-

tence (Green et al., 2009). All events were modeled with a duration of 1 s and as-

signed to one of the conditions.
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Group Level Analysis

The single subject level parameter estimates were deployed for a full factorial anal-

ysis. The main effect of condition in all three functional runs were defined as con-

trasts of interest for the second level analysis, resulting in baseline contrasts for the 

two conditions of interest (absSG, conSG) and the four unimodal control conditions 

(absS,  absG,  conS,  conG).  In  the  statistical  model,  group (SSD group,  control 

group) was considered as a between-subject factor, session (ses-pre, ses-post) as 

within-subject factor, content (abs, con) as within-subjects factor and modality (SG, 

S, G) also as within-subjects factor, resulting in a 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 design.

A Monte-Carlo-Simulation was performed (acquisition matrix: x = 64, y = 64; slices: 

34; DIM: xy = 3 mm, z = 4 mm; FWHM = 10.3 mm; DIM resampled = 2 mm; no 

mask; iterations: 1000) to calculate the minimum voxel contiguity threshold needed 

to correct for multiple comparisons at p < 0.05, assuming an individual voxel type I 

error of p < 0.01 (Slotnick, 2017; Slotnick et al., 2003). A cluster extent threshold of 

221 contiguous resampled voxels at p < 0.05 (whole-brain analysis) was used for 

all contrasts of interest.

Voxel coordinates reported are located in the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 

brain space. For anatomical location, functional data were referenced to the Auto-

mated Anatomical Labeling toolbox (AAL) in  SPM12 (Rolls et al., 2015; Tzourio-

Mazoyer et al., 2002). 

For further statistical analyses of neural and behavioral data,  R Studio  (RStudio, 

2021) was utilized.
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Contrasts of Interest

To clarify  neural changes for the processing of abstract multimodal videos in the 

SSD group as predicted in hypothesis (4), we calculated a session X abstractness 

interaction for the processing of multimodal input:

(1) Session comparison of abstract multimodal processing

(ses-pre(absSG>conSG)) < (ses-post(absSG>conSG))

To test  hypothesis (5), we tested group similarities for the processing of abstract 

multimodal videos by applying conjunction 0 (minimum t-statistics) to explore if the 

predicted neural changes after the MSG training led to more commonalities be-

tween SSD patients and control group:

(2) Group comparison of abstract multimodal processing: ses-pre effect

(control  group  ses-pre  (absSG  >  conSG))  ∩  (SSD  group  ses-post  (absSG  > 

conSG))

(3) Group comparison of abstract multimodal processing: ses-post effect

(control  group  ses-pre  (absSG  >  conSG))  ∩  (SSD  group  ses-post  (absSG  > 

conSG))

To investigate  specific  training  effects  in  the processing of  abstract  multimodal 

videos (hypothesis (6)), we furthermore calculated a three-sessions-interaction X 

abstractness (F-test),  comparing all  three sessions (ses-pre, ses-bl, ses-post) in 

the SSD wait-first group (n=20):

(4) Intervention comparison of abstract multimodal processing
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2.5.4 Exploratory Analysis of Performance During MSG Training

For the exploratory analysis of the performance in the SG fluency task across all 

eight  training  sessions,  a  Fisher's  one-way  ANOVA  was  calculated  using  the 

ggstatsplot package (Patil, 2021) for R (R Core Team, 2013).

2.5.5 Correlations of Neural Activation, Performance and Quality of Life

In  order  to  examine the relationship of  changes in  quality  of  life  (SWLS score 

changes) and neural activation changes (hypothesis (7)), eigenvariates of the mul-

timodal condition regressors (absSG and conSG) were extracted from the signifi-

cant clusters in the patients' interaction session X abstractness (contrast (3)) and 

the  three-sessions  interaction  session  X  abstractness (contrast  (4)).  Activation 

changes (ses-post - ses-pre) in the neural activation of the absSG condition and 

changes in the SWLS score (also ses-post - ses-pre) and activation changes (ses-

post - ses-pre) in the neural activation of the conSG condition and improvement in 

SG fluency task (first - last training session) were correlated with ggstatsplot pack-

age (Patil, 2021) for R (R Core Team, 2013) via Pearson’s r.

Similarly, these neural activation changes were exploratory correlated with the out-

comes from the SG fluency training task.
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3 Results

3.1  Feasibility of the MSG Training

Analysis of Dropout Rate

In order to be able to make a statement about the feasibility of the training, we ana-

lyzed the number of dropouts during the training. In hypothesis (1) we suggested a 

dropout rate of less than 15% (considering reported dropout rates in comparable 

studies with SSD patients (e.g.,  (Gordon et al., 2018)) to be an indication for the 

feasibility of the MSG training program. For our study, a dropout rate of less than 

15% would be equivalent to 4 (out of N=30 enrolled SSD patients) dropouts maxi-

mum. In our study, only one patient dropped out for private reasons9.

Exploration of Satisfaction With the Training

To get a better impression about the satisfaction with the training and the subjec-

tive impressions about the effects of the training on everyday life (especially com-

munity functions),  we additionally analyzed exploratory specifically outlined post 

training questionnaires. By majority, patients as well as their relatives were not only 

satisfied with the training but 94% of the patients rated the MSG training also as 

useful, 53% of the patients' relatives reported an increase of the patients' social 

contacts and 74% reported a gesture related improvement of perceptive, 66% of 

expressive communication skills (see figures 7 and 8).

Inconsistent numbers of observations result from withheld information from the pa-

tients or their relatives.

9 This patient  moved for  work reasons.  We assume that  he would have continued the training 
otherwise because he reported high satisfaction with the training.
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Figure 7: Patients' ratings of the MSG training. The questionnaire's scale ranging from 1 (very bad) 
to 10 (very good).

Statements about the MSG training to be evaluated:

1. I got along well with the training management.
2. I enjoyed the tasks in the training (motivation).
3. I found the training useful.
4. It was easy for me to work on the tasks in the training.
5. I made a lot of effort to work on the tasks in the training.
6. I've put a lot of effort into working through the application exercises
7. I also benefited from the training in everyday life.
8. I understood the tasks in the training.
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Figure 8: Patients' relatives' ratings of the training's impact on daily life. The questionnaire's scale 
ranging from -5 (much worse than before) to 5 (much better than before).

Questions: 

1. How often does she/he have social contacts now compared to the state before training?
Can the study participant do the following, compared to the state before training:
2. Overall, adequately understand what the interlocutor is saying?
3. Make her-/hisself understandable only by gestures (e.g., in the case of loud ambient noises)?
4. Draw attention to her-/himself with gestures?
5. Make it clear in the conversation using gestures whether she/he is listening/bored/wants to speak 
for her-/himself (turn taking)?
6. Use gestures while speaking?
7. Use gestures that match her/his language/statement?
8. How often does the participant use gestures?
9. Communicate in an understandable way (e.g., express her-/himself clearly)?
10. Express emotions/emotional states using gestures/facial expressions?
11. Interpreting the other party's gestures correctly (appropriate reaction)?
12. Use gestures appropriate to the situation?
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3.2  Changes in Quality of Life After MSG Training

Satisfaction With Life Score Before and After Training

In order to examine possible transfer effects of the MSG training on daily life, sub-

jective quality of life of the subjects was investigated through a standardized psy-

chological  questionnaire (SWLS) and a specifically outlined questionnaire about 

nonverbal communication and social life before (ses-pre) and after (ses-post) the 

MSG training (note: SWLS in the control group was only measured in ses-pre). To 

test hypothesis (2), in which we predicted a reduced overall quality of life in SSD 

patients,  the  summarized SWLS score  was compared between groups (control 

group vs. SSD group) in ses-pre using a between-subjects t-test (figure 9).

To test the improvement in quality of life in the SSD group between measurements 

(ses-pre vs. ses-post) predicted in hypothesis (3), a within-subjects t-test was cal-

culated (figure 10).

Outcomes (overall SWLS scores) were checked for implausible values. Data from 

two patients10 had to be excluded from further analysis, due to implausible informa-

tion in the questionnaire (e.g., a massive reported increase in wellbeing or worsen-

ing of negative symptoms accompanied by temporary discontinuation of medica-

tion during the training period). In ses-pre (before the MSG training started), two 

patients and in ses-post (after the MSG training), five patients withheld information 

regarding satisfaction with life or filled in the SWLS questionnaire incompletely.

10 One of the excluded participants reported an exceptional increase (by 10 points) and another an  
exceptional decrease (by -9 points) pre to post training in the SWLS questionnaire.
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Figure  9: Group comparison (control group versus SSD group) of quality of life before the MSG 
training (ses-pre), examined using the SWLS score. The score ranges from a minimum of 5 points, 
which  corresponds  to  the  worst  possible  quality  of  life,  to  a  maximum  of  35  points,  which  
corresponds to the highest possible quality of life.

SWLS = Satisfaction With Life Scale.
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The group comparison of the SWLS score in the control group versus SSD group 

(figure 9) confirmed hypothesis (2), that patients suffer from a significant reduction 

in quality of life (tWelch(35.64) = 2.41; p = 0.021; ĝHedges = 0.74).

The pre-post training comparison in the SSD group comparing the SWLS score in 

ses-pre versus ses-post (figure  10) revealed a significant increase of life quality 

(tStudent(21) = -5.99; p = 6.04e-06, ĝHedges = -1.23) in the patients after the MSG train-

ing, as predicted in hypothesis (3).
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Figure 10:  Pre-post MSG training comparison of quality of life in the SSD group, examined using 
the SWLS score. The score ranges from a minimum of 5 points, which corresponds to the worst 
possible quality of life, to a maximum of 35 points, which corresponds to the highest possible quality 
of life.

SWLS = Satisfaction With Life Scale.
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3.3  Changes in Neural Activation After MSG Training

The investigation of conventional fMRI brain responses was based on a simple 

perception task of video sequences showing an actor performing gestures that ac-

company either abstract (absSG) or concrete (conSG) speech. Additionally,  ab-

stract and concrete unimodal conditions (speech only, S, or gesture only, G) were 

presented.

BOLD activation patterns were explored in whole-brain group level fMRI analyses 

using a 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 full factorial design (see Group Level Analysis in chapter 2.5.3 

FMRI Data Analysis). All results are shown for an individual voxel type I error of p < 

0.01 with a minimum of 221 contiguous resampled voxels, calculated per Monte-

Carlo-Simulation  (Slotnick, 2017; Slotnick et al., 2003). BOLD activation patterns 

are shown in the following figures, corresponding statistical parameters are listed in 

the tables with cluster coordinates based on the MNI template. Anatomical region 

names are derived from the  AAL toolbox  implemented in  SPM12 (Rolls  et  al., 

2015; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). 
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3.3.1 Session Comparison of Abstract Multimodal Processing

To clarify  neural changes for the processing of abstract multimodal videos in the 

SSD group as predicted in hypothesis (4), we calculated a session X abstractness 

interaction for the processing of multimodal input:

(1) SSD group interaction session X abstractness in the multimodal condition SG: 

(ses-pre(absSG>conSG)) < (ses-post(absSG>conSG))

For the interaction of session (ses-pre, ses-post) X multimodal abstractness condi-

tion (absSG, conSG) in the SSD group, significant activation was found in three 

clusters including left parahippocampal regions, middle frontal and bilateral tempo-

ral regions as well as superior frontal regions, see figures 11 and 12.  Anatomical 

regions, cluster extend, coordinates (MNI), t-values and no. of voxels of this con-

trast are summarized in table 2.
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Figure 11: Glass brain visualization of neural activation for the interaction of session X abstractness 
in the multimodal  condition in the SSD patients (contrast (1)):   (ses-pre(absSG>conSG)) < (ses-
post(absSG>conSG)). Activation clusters were thresholded at p < 0.01, with a minimum cluster size 
of 221 voxels.  Crosshair point at the right MTG [x = 52, y = 2, z = -26]; left PHG [x = -30, y = -24, z 
= -18] and left SFG [x = -20, y = 18, z = 58]. 

MTG = middle temporal gyrus; PHG = parahippocampal gyrus; SFG = superior frontal gyrus; L = 
left; R = right.
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Figure  12: Neural  activation clusters in slice view visualization for the interaction of  session X 
abstractness  in  the  multimodal  condition  in  the  SSD  patients  (contrast  (1)):  (ses-
pre(absSG>conSG)) < (ses-post(absSG>conSG)). Activation clusters were thresholded at p < 0.01, 
with a minimum cluster size of 221 voxels, cluster level corrected at p > 0.05.  Crosshair point at the  
right MTG [x = 52, y = 2, z = -26]; left PHG [x = -30, y = -24, z = -18] and left SFG [x = -20, y = 18, z 
= 58].

MTG = middle  temporal gyrus; PHG = parahippocampal gyrus; SFG = superior frontal gyrus; L = 
left; R = right; abs = abstract multimodal condition (absSG); con = concrete multimodal condition 
(conSG); pre = session pre, first measurement (before no treatment period and before training); 
post = session post, last measurement (after training).
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Anatomical 

region of peak

Cluster extend MNI 

coordinates

t-Value No. of 

voxel

sx y z

Right MTG TMP, ITG

HIP, INS, STG

MTG, ITG, STG

52

38

58

2

-8

-14

-26

-14

-22

4.61

3.48

3.24

414

Left PHG HIP, FFG 

MTG, STG, ITG

MTG, ITG, STG

-30

-46

-44

-24

-8

-16

-18

-20

-16

4.30

4.06

4.01

723

Left SFG Left MFG, SMA

Right SFG, SMA, SFGmedial

Right SFG, SMA, MFG

-20

20

20

18

24

12

58

56

64

4.18

4.01

3.82

727

Table  2: Anatomical regions,  cluster extend, coordinates (MNI), t-values and no. of voxels of the 
interaction of session X abstractness in the SSD group (contrast (1)):  (ses-pre(absSG>conSG)) < 
ses-post(absSG>conSG). Cluster level corrected at p < 0.05. 

FFG, fusiform gyrus; HIP, Hippocampus; INS, Insula; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; MFG, middle 
frontal gyrus; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; PHG, parahippocampal gyrus; SFG, superior frontal 
gyrus; SFGmedial, Superior frontal gyrus, medial; SMA, supplementary motor area; STG, superior 
temporal gyrus; TMP, temporal pole.
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3.3.2 Group Comparison of Abstract Multimodal Processing

To test  hypothesis (5), we tested group similarities for the processing of abstract 

multimodal videos by applying conjunction 0 (minimum t-statistics) to explore if the 

predicted neural changes after the MSG training led to more commonalities be-

tween SSD patients and control group:

(2) overlap of abstractness effects in both groups, ses-pre: (control group ses-pre 

(absSG > conSG)) ∩ (SSD group ses-pre (absSG > conSG))

For the conjunction of groups (control group ∩ SSD group) in the multimodal ab-

stractness  contrast  (absSG >  conSG)  in  ses-pre,  no  significant  activation  was 

found, see figure 13.

_
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Figure  13:  Glass  brain  visualization  of  neural  activation  for  the  conjunction  of  groups  in  the 
multimodal abstractness  contrast  (absSG  >  conSG)  in  the  first  fMRI  measurement (ses-pre) 
(contrast (2)). Activation clusters were thresholded at p < 0.01, with a minimum cluster size of 221 
voxels. No significant activation was found above the reported threshold.

L = left; R = right.
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(3) overlap of abstractness effects in both groups, ses-post: (control group ses-pre 

(absSG > conSG)) ∩ (SSD group ses-post (absSG > conSG))

For the conjunction of groups (control group ∩ SSD group) in the multimodal ab-

stractness contrast (absSG > conSG) in ses-post, significant activation was found 

in a left middle temporal cluster, see figure 14. 
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Figure  14:  Glass  brain  visualization  of  neural  activation  for  the  conjunction  of  groups  in  the 
multimodal abstractness  contrast  (absSG  >  conSG)  in the  SSD  group's after  training  fMRI 
measurement (ses-post)  (contrast  (3)).  Activation clusters  were thresholded at  p < 0.01,  with a 
minimum cluster size of 221 voxels.  Crosshair point at the left MTG [x = -50, y = 2, z = -22]. 

MTG = middle temporal gyrus; L = left; R = right; ses-pre = before training measurement; ses-post = 
after training measurement.
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3.3.3 Intervention Comparison of Abstract Multimodal Processing

To distinguish  specific MSG training effects in the processing of abstract multi-

modal videos (hypothesis (6)) from potential repetition effects during TAU, we fur-

thermore calculated a three-sessions-interaction X abstractness (F-test), compar-

ing all three sessions (ses-pre, ses-bl, ses-post) in the SSD wait-first group (n=20):

(4) interaction session X abstractness for the multimodal condition (SG) in the SSD 

wait-first group

For the interaction (F-test) of session (ses-pre, ses-bl, ses-post) X multimodal ab-

stractness conditions (absSG; conSG) in the SSD group, significant activation was 

found in a large left middle temporal cluster as well as in a smaller cluster in right 

temporal gyrus as well as a smaller cluster in the cerebellum, see figures 15 and 

16. Anatomical regions, cluster extend, coordinates (MNI), t-values and no. of vox-

els of this contrast are summarized in table 3.
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Figure  15: Glass brain  visualization  of  neural  activation for  the  interaction  (F-test)  of  all  three 
sessions (ses-pre, ses-bl, ses-post) X abstractness in SSD patients, wait-first group (contrast (4)). 
Activation  clusters  were  thresholded  at  p  <  0.01,  with  a  minimum cluster  size  of  221  voxels. 
Crosshair point at the left MTG [x = -60, y = -10, z = -18], right MTG [x = 52, y = -2, z = -30] and left  
CERCRU1 [x = -44, y = -58, z = -32]. 

CERCRU1 = Crus I of cerebellar hemisphere; MTG = middle temporal gyrus; L = left; R = right; abs 
=  abstract  multimodal  condition  (absSG);  con  =  concrete  multimodal  condition  (conSG);  pre  = 
session pre, first baseline measurement (before no treatment period, TAU); bl = session bl, second 
baseline measurement (after Tau and before training); post = session post, last measurement (after 
training).
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Figure  16:  Neural activation clusters in slice view for the  interaction (F-test) of all three sessions 
(ses-pre, ses-bl, ses-post) X abstractness in SSD patients, wait-first group (contrast (4)). Activation 
clusters were thresholded at p < 0.01, with a minimum cluster size of 221 voxels, cluster level 
corrected at p > 0.05.  Crosshair point at the left MTG [x = -60, y = -10, z = -18], right MTG [x = 52, 
y = -2, z = -30] and left CERCRU1 [x = -44, y = -58, z = -32].

CERCRU1 = Crus I of cerebellar hemisphere; MTG = middle temporal gyrus; L = left; R = right; abs 
=  abstract  multimodal  condition  (absSG);  con  =  concrete  multimodal  condition  (conSG);  pre  = 
session pre, first baseline measurement (before no treatment period, TAU); bl = session bl, second 
baseline measurement  (after  TAU and before training);  post  = session post,  last  measurement 
(after training).
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Anatomical 

region of peak

Cluster extend MNI 

coordinates

F-

Value

No. of 

voxel

sx y z

Left MTG ITG, STG

MTG, ITG, TPOsup

MTG, ITG, STG

-60

-50

-42

-10

-6

-16

-18

-22

-16

19.94

16.41

10.69

652

Right MTG ITG, STG

ITG, MTG, FFG

MTG, TPOmid, TPOsup

52

54

54

-2

-10

2

-30

-26

-22

11.02

8.93

8.55

336

Left 

CERCRU1

CER6, ITG

CERCRU1, CER6, FFG

CER6, CER4_5, CERCRU1

-44

-36

-22

-58

-60

-54

-32

-28

-30

10.65

9.99

9.32

335

Table 3: Anatomical regions, cluster extend, coordinates (MNI), F-values and no. of voxels of the 
iteraction (F-test) of all three sessions (ses-pre, ses-bl, ses-post) X abstractness in SSD patients,  
wait-first group (contrast (4)). Cluster level corrected at p < 0.05. 

CERCRU1 = Crus I of cerebellar hemisphere; CER4_5 = Lobule IV, V of cerebellar hemisphere; 
CER6 = lobule VI of cerebellar hemisphere; FFG, fusiform gyrus; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; MFG, 
middle frontal gyrus; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; PHG, parahippocampal gyrus; SFG, superior 
frontal  gyrus;  STG,  superior  temporal  gyrus;  TPOmid,  temporal  pole:  middle  temporal  gyrus; 
TPOsup, temporal pole: superior temporal gyrus.
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3.4 Quality of Life Changes After Training and Their Neural Cor-

relates

As a last step, we examined whether the activation in the peak clusters of the re-

ported main interactions are related to the change in quality of life during the MSG 

training period in the patient group. For this purpose, eigenvariates from the con-

trasts (1) SSD group interaction session X abstractness and (4) the three-sessions 

interaction  session  X abstractness were  extracted from the  significant  clusters. 

Thus, to test hypothesis (7), activation changes (absSG ses-post - absSG ses-pre) 

in the neural activation and changes in the SWLS score (ses-post - ses-pre) were 

correlated via Pearson’s r. 

For contrast (1), we found neural changes in the right temporal regions to be asso-

ciated with the changes in the SWLS score (with tStudent(20) = 3.04, p = 0.006, rPearson 

= 0.56 for the right MTG). Changes in left and frontal regions seem to be less asso-

ciated with changes in the SWLS score (with tStudent(20) = 2.06, p = 0.053, rPearson = 

0.42 for the left PHG and tStudent(20) = -0.38, p = 0.705, rPearson = -0.09 for the SFG). 

Bonferroni-correction was applied for multiple comparisons, resulting in a corrected 

significance level of p < 0.0167 (α was corrected for the three clusters of neural ac-

tivation p < 0.05). Results for correlations in this contrast are illustrated in figure 17. 

For contrast (4), we found neural changes in left temporal regions to be associated 

with changes in the SWLS score (with tStudent(13) = 2.62, p = 0.021, rPearson = 0.59), 

see figure 18.
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Figure 17: 

Correlation of  contrast 
(1) neural  activation 
changes  (ses-post  - 
ses-pre, see figure 12) 
and   quality  of  life 
(SWLS)  score 
changes (ses-post  - 
ses-pre, see figure 10) 
pre-post  MSG training 
in SSD patients.

MTG  =  middle 
temporal gyrus;

PHG  = 
parahippocampal 
gyrus;

SFG = superior frontal 
gyrus;

absSG  =  abstract 
multimodal condition;

SWLS  =  Satisfaction 
With Life Scale;

ses-pre  =  before 
training measurement;

ses-post  =  after 
training measurement.
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Figure 18: 

Correlation of contrast (4) neural activation changes (ses-post - ses-pre, see figure 16) and quality 
of life (SWLS) score changes (ses-post - ses-pre) pre-post MSG training in SSD patients.

MTG = middle temporal gyrus; absSG = abstract multimodal condition; SWLS = Satisfaction With 
Life Scale.
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3.5 Exploratory Analysis of Performance During Training

Exploration of Performance During MSG Training

The training process in the SG fluency task was analyzed exploratory.

During the MSG training, the patients showed an increase in  SG fluency perfor-

mance (see figure 19), despite of the increasing complexity during the training.
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Figure 19: Performance of SSD group in the SG fluency training task over all eight MSG training 
sessions. SG fluency was measured counting correctly produced word-gesture pairs for each of the 
three semantic fields per session during one minute per semantic field.

SG fluency = speech-gesture fluency.
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A comparison of the performance from the first to the last MSG training session 

showed a significant increase in SG fluency task performance (tStudent(21) = -8.33; p 

= 4.28e-08; ĝHedges = -1.71), see figure 20.
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Figure  20:  Performance of SSD group in the SG fluency training task in first  versus last  MSG 
training session. SG fluency was measured counting correctly produced word-gesture pairs for each 
of the three semantic fields per session during one minute per semantic field.

SG fluency = speech-gesture fluency.
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Exploration of Improvement During Training and Its Neural Correlates

As a secondary outcome, neural activation changes (conSG ses-post - conSG ses-

pre) and the patients' improvement in the SG fluency task over training (last - first 

MSG training  session)  were  correlated  for  exploration  via  Pearson’s  r.  As  de-

scribed in chapter 3.4 Quality of Life Changes After Training and Their Neural Cor-

relates, again eigenvariates from the contrasts (1) and (4) were extracted from the 

significant clusters. 

For contrast (1), neural changes in right (with tStudent(20) = 3.93, p = 0.001, rPearson = 

0.66 for the right MTG) and left temporal regions (tStudent(20) = 2.70, p = 0.014, rPear-

son = 0.52 for the SFG) and less in frontal regions (with tStudent(20) = 2.18, p = 0.042, 

rPearson = 0.44 for the left PHG) are associated with the patients' improvement over 

training. Bonferroni-correction was applied for multiple comparisons, resulting in a 

corrected significance level of p < 0.0167 (α was corrected for the three clusters of 

neural activation p < 0.05).  Results for correlations in this contrast are also illus-

trated in figure 21. 

For contrast  (4) the three-sessions interaction session X abstractness, we found 

neural changes in left temporal regions to be associated with the patients' improve-

ment in the SG fluency task over training (with tStudent(12) = 2.61, p = 0.023, rPearson = 

0.60), see figure 22.
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Figure 21: 

Correlation  of 
contrast  (1) neural 
activation  changes 
(ses-post  -  ses-pre, 
see figure 12) and SG 
fluency  training  task 
performance changes 
(last  -  first  MSG 
training  session,  see 
figure  20)  in  SSD 
patients.

MTG  =  middle 
temporal gyrus;

PHG  = 
parahippocampal 
gyrus;

SFG  =  superior 
frontal gyrus;

conSG  =  concrete 
multimodal condition;

SG fluency = speech 
gesture fluency;

ses-pre  =  before 
training 
measurement;

ses-post  =  after 
training 
measurement.
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Figure 22: 

Correlation of  contrast (4) neural activation changes (ses-post - ses-pre, see  figure  16) and SG 
fluency training task performance changes (last - first MSG training session, see figure 20) in SSD 
patients.

MTG = middle  temporal  gyrus;  conSG = concrete  multimodal  condition;  SG fluency  =  speech 
gesture fluency.
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4 Discussion

In the present study, we examined the possible impact of a multimodal speech-

gesture (MSG) training on the quality of life in patients suffering from schizophrenia 

spectrum disorder (SSD) and, further, its neural correlates.

SSD patients have been reported to exhibit impairments in the interpretation of ab-

stract speech ("concretism", see chapter 1.2.4 Speech Processing in SSD) as well 

as in speech-gesture integration  (see chapter  1.2.5 Gesture Processing in SSD), 

which is also reflected in dysfunctional neural activation (see chapter 1.2.7 Speech,

Gesture and Its Neural Correlates). Abstract speech, such as cognitive metaphors, 

has  a  tremendous  impact  on  interpersonal  communication  (see  chapter 1.2.2 

Speech Processing). Likewise, gestures play a fundamental role in communication 

processes (see chapter 1.2.3 Gesture Processing). A dysfunctional speech-gesture 

integration in abstract context as it is often reported for SSD patients (Nagels et al., 

2019; Straube, Green, et al., 2013; Straube et al., 2014) thus affects integral ele-

ments of social skills which may lead to social isolation and therewith to a reduced 

quality of life (see chapter 1.2.6 Speech, Gesture and Its Importance for Quality of

Life). 

Although social-communicative dysfunctions are considered to be one of the core 

symptoms in schizophrenia (Kircher & Gauggel, 2008),  especially symptoms con-

cerning communication remain relatively stable under medication (Dollfus & Petit, 

1995; Gaebel & Wölwer, 2010; Lavelle et al., 2014; Wüthrich et al., 2020). Studies 

in the last 20 to 30 years have proved psychotherapeutic intervention to be an ef-

fective  treatment  of  schizophrenia  and  at  least  support  the  medical  treatment 

(Falkai, 2016), but despite the exceeding evidence on specific speech and gesture 

dysfunctions in schizophrenia, these impairments are yet not explicitly targeted in 

conventional therapeutic interventions (Heim, 2020; Heim et al., 2019; Joyal et al., 

2016; Riedl et al., 2020; Wüthrich et al., 2020), see  chapter  1.2.8 Current Treat-

ments for Patients With SSD. Considering gesture being an integral feature of in-

terpersonal direct nonverbal communication that serves as an outward manifesta-

tion of several interacting fundamental processes, we therefore developed a novel  
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MSG training which focuses on the possible beneficial effects of gesture in speech-

gesture integration processes, specifically designed for the needs of patients with 

SSD.

Here, we provide first promising evidence on the feasibility as well as on behav-

ioral, social and neural outcomes of the MSG training program. The MSG training 

intervention contained perceptive rating and memory tasks, imitation and free pro-

ductive tasks (e.g., speech-gesture (SG) fluency). Concerning the data that we col-

lected, one of the current study’s strengths was the brain imaging techniques that 

allowed us to investigate MSG training effects on adaptive processes in functional 

neural activation in patients with schizophrenia. Furthermore, we focused on cogni-

tive aspects of gesture to facilitate social-cognitive functioning in everyday life. Due 

to the possible impact dysfunctional communication has on quality of life, transfer 

in everyday life social functioning was one of our main objectives. Hypotheses in-

cluded a significant change in neural activation due to the training and a significant 

impact of the MSG training on quality of life. Secondary outcomes concern the as-

sociation of performance increases during the MSG training (specifically, in the SG 

fluency task) with neural activation changes (see  chapter  1.3 Aim and Research

Questions). In the following, these results and their implications for future therapeu-

tic approaches in psychiatry are discussed.

4.1  Feasibility of the MSG Training

First of all, in hypothesis (1), we suggested a dropout rate of less than 15% to be 

an indication for the feasibility of the MSG training program (compared with other 

studies involving SSD patients, e.g., (Gordon et al., 2018), see chapter 1.2.8 Cur-

rent Treatments for Patients With SSD). With only one dropout (out of N=30 en-

rolled SSD patients) our rate is far below that. Considering furthermore that the 

only patient who dropped out was not able to continue the training because of work 

reasons, we assume that he would have probably continued and thus most likely 

did not drop out for feasibility reasons. 

Regarding furthermore the overall positive ratings from the overwhelming majority 

of the patients and their relatives (see figures 7 and 8 in chapter 3.1  Feasibility of
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the MSG Training) that we analyzed exploratory, the subjective impressions about 

the effects of the MSG training seem to be satisfying. 

Taken together the low dropout rate and the high level of satisfaction with the MSG 

training, we evaluated our design and training as well feasible for this group of pa-

tients.

4.2  Changes in Quality of Life After MSG Training

In order to examine possible transfer effects of the MSG training on daily life, sub-

jective quality  of  life of  the SSD patients and control  subjects was investigated 

through  the  standardized  SWLS (German version  of  the  Satisfaction  With  Life 

Scale (Glaesmer et al., 2011)) before (ses-pre) and after (ses-post) the MSG train-

ing (for the results, see chapter 3.2 Changes in Quality of Life After MSG Training). 

As predicted in hypothesis (2), quality of life in the patients was significantly 

reduced compared to the control group (see  figure  9).  Considering that only pa-

tients with stable symptoms were included in the experiment, who already were un-

der medication and additionally had access to psychotherapy, the anyhow dramati-

cally reduced quality of life suggests a strong impact of the remaining symptoms on 

the  patients'  well-being,  which  has  already  been  discussed  in  chapter  1.2.6 

Speech, Gesture and Its Importance for Quality of Life. Psychopathology in general 

(Eack & Newhill, 2007) and anxiety in particular (Huppert et al., 2001; Karow et al., 

2005), as well as depression and negative symptoms, including the severe com-

munication  problems  (Narvaez  et  al.,  2008) and  a  lack  of  social  interaction 

(Galuppi et al., 2010; Laliberte-Rudman et al., 2000; Solanki et al., 2008), are dis-

cussed to be responsible for the poor outcome in quality of life in (already medi-

cated) patients.

As predicted in hypothesis (3), quality of life in the SSD patients increased signifi-

cantly after the MSG training (see figure 10), confirming the idea that severe com-

munication problems in schizophrenia could be at least in parts be responsible for  

reduced quality of life and that therefore patients with schizophrenia might benefit  

from a specific speech-gesture training in their social-communicative functioning 

(Heim, 2020b; Joyal et al., 2016a). 
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These results are consistent with the exploratory investigated subjective evaluation 

of the training by the patients and their relatives (see chapter 3.1  Feasibility of the

MSG Training): In a specifically outlined post training questionnaire (see figure 7), 

the overwhelming majority of the patients rated the MSG training as useful. Overall, 

the patients were very satisfied with the training in general. In another post training 

questionnaire (see  figure  8),  the patients'  impressions have been confirmed by 

their relatives, who reported an increase of the patients' social contacts, improved 

perceptive communicative and improved expressive communicative skills.

Since communication and interpersonal skills are put forward to play a crucial role 

in social integration, communication impairments associated with a diagnostic of 

schizophrenia are hence a central issue regarding the patients' quality of life and 

functioning in society on both a personal and professional level (Gaebel & Wölwer, 

2010; Joyal et al., 2016). The beneficial effects of a specific MSG training on qual-

ity of life in patients with schizophrenia are in line with the positive impressions of 

the training reported by the patients and their relatives. These results provide first 

evidence, that specific speech-language therapy focusing on the processing of ab-

stract speech and nonverbal skills might be an appropriate approach to treat so-

cial-communicative deficits observed in patients with schizophrenia.
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4.3  Changes in Neural Activation After MSG Training

Previous evidence on training of communicative and pragmatic skills in schizophre-

nia suggest that it may be an acceptable and tolerable intervention to conduct an 

intensive MSG training (Joyal et al., 2016), see chapters 1.2.8 Current Treatments

for Patients With SSD and 2.3.1 Development of the MSG Training Intervention.  

Former studies have successfully demonstrated the effect of other cognitive 

training programs on neural activation in patients with schizophrenia  (Bor et al., 

2011; Edwards et al., 2010; Haut et al., 2010; Hooker et al., 2012; Penadés et al., 

2013, 2020; Subramaniam et al., 2014; Vianin et al.,  2014; Wexler et al., 2000; 

Wykes, 1998; Wykes et al., 2002). Therefore, adaptive processes of neural activity 

due to the MSG training could provide further evidence of the training program. 

With the help of pre-post-fMRI, we thus sought to investigate further implications 

from the MSG training program.

Session Effects of Neural Processing in SSD Group 

In line with our  hypothesis (4),  the interaction of session X abstractness of the 

within-subjects effects revealed a bilateral activation in temporal regions, including 

(para-)hippocampal and middle as well  as superior frontal  regions (contrast (1), 

see figures 11 and 12 in chapter 3.3.1 Session Comparison of Abstract Multimodal

Processing).

Since Wernicke's area lies next to the cortical representation of hearing in the left 

temporal lobe, the Wernicke-Lichtheim-Geschwind model of language (see chapter 

1.2.2 Speech Processing) suggests this region to be involved in the recognition of 

spoken  language  patterns  or  comprehension  of  spoken  language  (Geschwind, 

1970). Nowadays, the temporal lobe is seen as less specific region but still is re-

ported to  be involved in  supporting the retrieval  of  phonological  forms  (Binder, 

2017), auditory word-form recognition (Ardila et al., 2016; DeWitt & Rauschecker, 

2013) and language associations/integration processes  (Ardila et al.,  2016). Ac-

cording to the 'memory unification control' (MUC) model (Hagoort, 2013; Hagoort et 

al., 2009; Holler & Levinson, 2019; Willems & Hagoort, 2007), temporal regions are 

involved in fundamental integration processes and thus contribute crucially in the 

binding of information from multiple modalities like speech and gesture (for an ex-
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planation regarding the MUC model, see  chapter  1.2.7 Speech, Gesture and Its

Neural Correlates). Temporal regions were also reported in former studies to be 

active during speech-gesture integration  (Dick et  al.,  2014;  Green et  al.,  2009; 

Joue et al., 2020; Kircher et al., 2009; Straube, Green, Bromberger, et al., 2011a;  

Straube, Green, et al., 2013; Straube, He, et al., 2013; Straube et al., 2014) with 

the right hemisphere aiding in the integration of speech and gesture information, 

e.g.,  through  'coarse  semantic  coding'  (Beeman,  1998;  Kircher  et  al.,  2009; 

Straube,  Green,  Bromberger,  et  al.,  2011a).  In  our  study,  also the SSD group 

showed strong activation in temporal regions for the integration of speech and ges-

ture,  suggesting relatively  normal  multimodal  integration processes (e.g.,  Wrob-

lewski et al. (2020), see chapter 1.2.7 Speech, Gesture and Its Neural Correlates). 

Neural activation changed during the MSG training not only in temporal regions, 

but also in parahippocampal regions, in the hippocampus and in a frontal cluster. 

The hippocampus has long been understood to be important for memory function, 

with  left  hippocampus  contributing  to  verbal/narrative  memory  (Frisk  &  Milner, 

1990).  In  schizophrenia,  visual  and verbal  memory  impairments  have been re-

ported being associated with abnormal activation in the hippocampus  (Hanlon et 

al.,  2011;  Harrison,  2004;  Kuperberg  & Heckers,  2000;  Straube,  Green,  et  al., 

2013; Tamminga et al., 2010) and this abnormal activation being connected to tem-

poral dysfunctions (Cirillo & Seidman, 2003; Saykin et al., 1991, 1994; Shenton et 

al., 2001; Wible, 2012). The results from our study also imply a strong connection 

between  temporal  and  hippocampal  activation  in  patients  with  schizophrenia. 

Changes due to  a cognitive  training  have already been reported  to  affect  hip-

pocampal structures in patients with schizophrenia (Falkai et al., 2017; Morimoto et 

al., 2018). In our MSG training, specific working memory tasks that were included 

in the training program might have had an influence. But since hippocampus acti-

vation furthermore seems to play a role in the successful binding of gesture infor-

mation into an abstract sentence context (Straube et al., 2009), it is suggested that 

the increase of activation reflects training effects for speech-gesture binding pro-

cesses.
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Frontal regions seem to play a role as an important part in abstract content percep-

tion (A. M. Rapp et al., 2012) and in production (Beaty et al., 2017; Benedek et al., 

2014), together with temporal and hippocampal regions, among others. Further-

more, superior and medial frontal activation could be explained by differences in 

social-emotional  content  between abstract  and concrete conditions,  which have 

been often found for social functioning, social cognition, theory of mind, or mental-

izing, and are relevant for  pragmatic comprehension of a communicative content 

(Krach et al., 2009; Straube et al., 2010; H. Uchiyama et al., 2006; H. T. Uchiyama 

et al., 2012). In our study, patients demonstrated stronger bilateral frontal activation 

after the MSG training, which might reflect  a compensation strategy to integrate 

speech and gesture information on an abstract level.

In all three clusters, neural activation shows a specific increase (from ses-pre to 

ses-post) in the abstract multimodal condition (absSG). This pattern provides fur-

ther evidence for some kind of adaptive processes toward the patterns observed in 

healthy control  subjects,  as it  is reported for cognitive remediation therapy  (Pe-

nadés et al., 2013, 2017). The changes in neural responses might reflect a specific 

training effect on brain regions relevant for metaphor comprehension (impaired in 

concretism)  or  the  integration  of  abstract  speech-gesture  combinations  (Berge-

mann et al., 2008; de Bonis et al., 1997; Iakimova et al., 2010; Kircher et al., 2007; 

Nagels et al., 2019; A. Rapp & Schmierer, 2010; Straube, Green, Bromberger, et  

al., 2011a; Straube, Green, et al., 2013; Straube et al., 2014). On the other hand, 

we found a decrease in neural activation for comparatively unimpaired processes 

like the processing of concrete concepts (conSG), which might express increased 

neural efficiency (A. M. C. Kelly & Garavan, 2005).

Commonalities of Neural Activation Between Groups

The finding of neural activation changes revealed by the session X abstractness in-

teraction (contrast (1)) seems to be due to an increase in predominantly temporal 

regions in the SSD group: To investigate the commonalities of neural activation in 

SSD patients and controls before and after the MSG training program, we calcu-

lated conjunctions of within-subjects effects (see chapter 3.3.2 Group Comparison

of Abstract Multimodal Processing). The conjunction of both groups (SSD group 
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and control group) of the within-subjects effect of abstractness in the multimodal 

condition shows no significant activation pre MSG training (contrast (2), see figure 

13), but a cluster in left superior temporal gyrus post MSG training (contrast (3), 

see figure 14). This increase in activation seems to lead to more similar activation 

in SSD patients and the control group after MSG training, as we predicted in  hy-

pothesis (5). These similarities in neural activation in the abstract multimodal condi-

tion (absSG) after the training might provide evidence for some kind of adaptive 

processes toward the patterns observed in healthy control  subjects,  as it  is re-

ported for cognitive remediation therapy for patients with schizophrenia (Penadés 

et al., 2013). 

Comparison of All Three Measurement Sessions in SSD Group

By testing hypothesis (6) we wanted to prove that the reported changes in neural 

activation arise from effects during the MSG training period, we calculated an inter-

action (F-test) of all three measurements (ses-pre, ses-bl and ses-post)  (contrast 

(4),  see  figures  15 and 16 in  chapter  3.3.3 Intervention Comparison of Abstract

Multimodal  Processing).  Again,  clusters in  bilateral  temporal  regions and in the 

cerebellum with a peak in the left middle temporal gyrus were detected. Comparing 

the two sessions before the MSG training started (ses-pre and ses-bl with TAU in 

between), the pattern of activation in the peak cluster in left middle temporal gyrus 

(see figure 16) shows no significant differences, neither in the abstract multimodal 

condition (absSG), nor in the concrete multimodal condition (conSG), suggesting 

repetition effects being less relevant for the effects. In contrast, significant differ-

ences arise over the MSG training period (between ses-bl and ses-post) in the ab-

stract mutlimodal (absSG) as well as the concrete multimodal (conSG) condition in 

the same direction (increase of activation in absSG and decrease in conSG), prov-

ing evidence for the specific effects during the MSG training period on the neural 

processing  of  multimodal  integration  of  abstract  content  in  patients  with 

schizophrenia.

Summary of Neural Functioning
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Taken these findings together, temporal regions (including hippocampus) seem to 

play a key role in the processing of multimodal input in an abstract content, as ex-

pected (Dick et al., 2009; He et al., 2018; Joue et al., 2020; Kircher et al., 2009; 

Rossetti et al., 2018; Straube, Green, Bromberger, et al., 2011a; Straube, Green, 

et al., 2013). According to the 'memory unification control' (MUC) model (Hagoort, 

2013; Hagoort et al., 2009; Holler & Levinson, 2019; Willems & Hagoort, 2007), the 

binding of information from multiple modalities is a complex higher order cognitive 

process that requires semantic integration  (Green et al.,  2009; He et al.,  2018; 

Özyürek et al., 2007) with general integration processes and fundamental informa-

tion related to speech being processed in predominantly left temporal regions (see 

also chapter 1.2.7 Speech, Gesture and Its Neural Correlates). Common neural ac-

tivation in temporal regions in SSD patients and controls suggests at least some 

unimpaired neural mechanisms in speech-gesture integration processes in SSD 

patients (Choudhury et al., 2021) and furthermore enable an adjustment of neural 

activation in these regions due to a specific MSG training intervention.

Taking into account the MUC model's assumption of complex higher-order integra-

tion processes of abstract multimodal input (unification, see chapter 1.2.7 Speech,

Gesture and Its Neural Correlates) being processed in left  inferior  frontal  gyrus 

(IFG) (Dick et al., 2009; He et al., 2015; Straube, Green, Bromberger, et al., 2011) 

and findings from former studies, we expected inferior frontal regions besides tem-

poral regions to play a crucial role in 'concretism' (Rossetti et al., 2018), see also 

chapter 1.2.4 Speech Processing in SSD, as well as in the speech-gesture integra-

tion  problems  in  SSD  patients  (Straube,  Green,  Bromberger,  et  al.,  2011a; 

Straube, Green, et al., 2013), see also chapter 1.2.5 Gesture Processing in SSD. 

We furthermore expected changes in this region due to MSG training effects, be-

cause in former studies, neural activation was also found to modify in IFG due to 

remediation therapy  (Penadés et al.,  2017) and verbal working memory training 

(Wexler et al., 2000). Other than expected, we could not show changes in these re-

gions.  Indeed,  we  could  not  find  differences in  neural  activation  in  the  inferior 

frontal gyrus in patients compared to the controls before the MSG training started.  

The IFG is sensitive to mismatch manipulation of speech and gesture (Choudhury 
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et al., 2021; Dick et al., 2009; Green et al., 2009; Steines et al., 2021; Straube et 

al., 2009; Willems et al., 2007). The absence of differences in neural activation of 

inferior  frontal  regions thus might  reflect  the relatedness of our  speech-gesture 

pairs, also in the abstract condition.

To conclude, neural activation patterns in patients with schizophrenia change over 

the MSG training (hypothesis (4), see figures 11 and 12 in chapter 3.3.1 Session

Comparison of Abstract Multimodal Processing) and are thus more similar com-

pared with neural activation patterns in healthy controls after the MSG training as 

hypothesized (hypothesis  (5)),  but  only  in  temporal  and (para-)hippocampal  re-

gions, but not in the left IFG. Nevertheless, the changes of activation in left tempo-

ral regions seem to be a specific to the MSG training period, because comparing 

all  measurement sessions in the SSD group (see  figures  15 and  16 in  chapter 

3.3.3 Intervention Comparison of Abstract Multimodal Processing), changes in neu-

ral activation were found for the MSG training period (comparing ses-bl and ses-

post), but no significant changes were found for the waiting period (TAU period be-

tween ses-pre and ses-bl, hypothesis (6)). Finally, our results are to a considerable 

degree consistent with former studies on neural correlates of speech-gesture inte-

gration processes in schizophrenia and provide evidence for adaptive processes in 

neural activation during a specific MSG training intervention.

4.4  Quality of Life Changes After Training and Their Neural Cor-

relates

If components of the MSG training and the changes at the neural level are respon-

sible for the improvement of the quality of life, then these changes should also cor-

relate in our design. Therefore, we correlated these effects to examine the relation-

ship of the MSG training, outcomes in quality of life and neural activation changes.

Strikingly, when we correlated the neural changes in right temporal regions of con-

trast (1) (see figures 11 and 12) and the SWLS score changes (see figure 10), we 

indeed found associations in the abstract multimodal condition (see  figure  17 in 

chapter 3.4 Quality of Life Changes After Training and Their Neural Correlates for 

right MTG). The same is true for neural changes in left temporal regions of contrast 
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(4) (see figure 18 in chapter 3.4 Quality of Life Changes After Training and Their

Neural Correlates). With this finding, we proved our last and main hypothesis (7), in 

which we predicted associations between changes in neural activation and quality-

of-life improvements in patients with SSD.

For contrast (1), diverging from our findings in right temporal regions, neural activa-

tion changes in left parahippocampal and frontal regions did not correlate with the 

changes in quality of life (see figure 17 for left PHG and left SFG). This could be 

due to the wide spread distribution of activation, especially in the frontal cluster. 

Also the neural activation in frontal regions might show some other effects than the 

MSG training's effect on quality of life. Possible effects are a matter of speculation 

so far.

Additionally, we exploratory correlated the neural changes in the reported regions 

of contrasts (1) and (4) with the performance increase over the MSG training (see 

figure 20) and found associations in the concrete multimodal condition (see figure 

21 for contrast (1) and figure 22 for contrast (4) in chapter 3.5 Exploratory Analysis

of Performance During Training). These associations seem plausible, since the SG 

fluency training task contained a very concrete instruction for action: The patients 

accordingly  produced  appropriate  gestures  with  which  they  could  "grasp"  (see 

chapter 1.2.3 Gesture Processing) the concrete as well as the abstract concepts in 

this task. These exploratory results need further investigation, but provide interest-

ing insights into potential resources of integration processes that are reported to be 

relatively unimpaired in SSD  (He et al., 2021; Kircher et al., 2009; Straube et al., 

2009; Straube, Green, Bromberger, et al., 2011a; Straube, Green, et al., 2013).

Taken together, these results reveal beneficial MSG training effects on qual-

ity  of  life  being  associated  with  neural  activation  changes  involved  in  abstract 

speech-gesture integration in patients with schizophrenia. This links the potential 

benefits of a specific training of social-communicative skills with improvement in 

everyday life in patients with SSD. Reports of relatives support this finding, indicat-

ing improved communication skills and increase of social contacts after MSG train-

ing in the majority of patients (see figure 8).
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5 Limitations

Given the study design, some methodological limitations need to be considered for 

a valid interpretation of the results. 

The first set of limitations addresses the sample. Due to recruitment problems and 

dropouts in the control group, we had to modify the number of participants in the 

control group and thus the study design, as outlined in section 2.2.2 Modifications

of the Study Design. As a consequence, a direct comparison of MSG training ef-

fects in both subject groups (SSD patients versus controls) was not possible. We 

were only able to compare patients and controls before and after the patients (but  

not the control subjects) conducted the MSG training. It would have also been in-

teresting, if controls would have benefited from the training and if this potential ben-

efit would have also been associated with outcomes in quality of life and if the in-

tervention groups would have had different outcomes in patients and healthy con-

trol subjects. Problems might also arise from the SSD group: Because our inclu-

sion criteria  were very strict  in terms of  medical  contraindications against  fMRI 

measurements and the requirement of relatively stable symptoms in the patient 

group, our sample might be an imperfect representative for patients with SSD in 

general. In consequence, our results might not be transferable to other patients 

with the same or a similar diagnosis, particularly to patients suffering from an acute 

episode. After this successful results using a waiting list controlled pilot trial, com-

paring two active treatment arms would be important to demonstrate the unique 

contribution of the MSG training intervention.

A second set of limitations considers the analysis of the diverse tasks and items we 

used in the MSG training. It would be of great interest, which of these tasks and 

which conditions of the training items show particularly beneficial effects, being as-

sociated with the neural changes and changes in quality of life. Furthermore, the 

possible influence of the trainers' interpersonal style should be taken into consider-

ation. Due to concerns regarding the patient's acceptance of the MSG training, we 

had decided for a time limit of 60 minutes per training session. Furthermore, the 

items we used increased in complexity from session to session in order to facilitate 
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the training effect. For these reasons, some of the tasks do have a lack of items or 

might not be suitable for a sufficient and detailed analysis. Future studies should 

investigate the most efficient aspects of the MSG training in terms of the setting, 

the training tasks and the items (conditions etc) in order to clarify how exactly ges-

ture helps SSD patients through disclosing the concrete concepts of the source do-

main in a cognitive metaphor (see also  chapters  1.2.3 Gesture Processing and 

1.2.5 Gesture Processing in SSD). Of particular interest could be the novel SG flu-

ency task exclusively created for the MSG training. As this task is the most suitable 

task  for  studying  training  effects  including  abstract  and  concrete  production  of 

speech accompanied by gesture,  the outcomes of  this  task  could  demonstrate 

even small between-subject as well as within-subject differences.

Importantly, the results of this exploratory study require further validation in inde-

pendent studies. For this purpose, we provide detailed descriptions of the study de-

sign, fMRI paradigms as well as training material on our public project on the open 

science framework (OSF: DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/UH4F9), which is freely available 

under CCBy Attribution 4.0 International license. 
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6 Conclusions and Outlook

Social-communicative dysfunctions in schizophrenia have received increased inter-

est from the field of clinical neuroscience. SSD patients have been reported to ex-

hibit impairments in the interpretation of abstract speech ('concretism') (Bergemann 

et al., 2008; de Bonis et al., 1997; Iakimova et al., 2010; Kircher et al., 2007; A. 

Rapp & Schmierer, 2010; Rossetti et al., 2018) as well as in speech-gesture inte-

gration  (Berndl, Cranach, et al., 1986; Berndl, Grüsser, et al., 1986; Bucci et al., 

2008; Choudhury et al.,  2021; Goss, 2011; Green et al.,  2008; Karakuła et al.,  

2013; Lavelle et al., 2013; P. Martin et al., 1994; Matthews et al., 2013; Mittal et al., 

2006; Nagels et al.,  2019; Park et al.,  2008; Troisi  et al.,  1998; Walther et  al.,  

2013a, 2013b, 2015; Walther, Mittal, et al., 2020; Walther & Mittal, 2016; Wüthrich 

et  al.,  2020).  Despite  ample evidence of  dysfunctional  social  communication in 

schizophrenia and its association with poor outcomes for patients'  quality of life 

(Bambini et al., 2016; Falkai, 2016; Gaebel & Wölwer, 2010), there have been only 

few studies on speech therapy for patients suffering from schizophrenia  (Heim, 

2020; Heim et al., 2019; Joyal et al., 2016). Therefore, development of innovative 

add-on treatments with a focus on quality of life is highly needed  (Falkai, 2016; 

Falkai et al., 2017; Heim, 2020; Joyal et al., 2016). Considering the tremendous im-

pact of figurative speech (Kircher & Gauggel, 2008; Lakoff & Johnson, 2008) and 

gesture's  fundamental  role  in  social  communication  and  functioning  (Goldin-

Meadow & Alibali, 2013; Suffel et al., 2020; Walther & Mittal, 2016), we developed 

a specific multimodal speech-gesture (MSG) training to address social-communica-

tive dysfunctions and thereby overall quality of life in patients with schizophrenia.

Despite the number of limitations in the present study, the overall analyses 

evaluating the MSG training provide evidence for the potentially benefits of a multi-

modal training program. Particularly noteworthy are the patients'  significantly in-

creased quality of life scores after the MSG training program. With the help of fMRI 

measurements, we furthermore proved MSG training effects on neural adaptive 

processes:  The  data  support  the  assumption  of  temporal  regions,  including 

(para-)hippocampal regions, being a relevant area for abstract speech-gesture in-
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tegration in patients with schizophrenia and neural activation in these regions being 

possibly influenced by a specific MSG training program. Importantly, changes in 

neural activation and beneficial training effects on the quality of life in patients are  

closely connected. This is an outstanding argument for the chances that come with 

novel add-on treatments for patients suffering from schizophrenia. A specific train-

ing program which addresses gesture and speech integration may thus offer the 

opportunity to complement the currently recommended treatments and enable the 

patients to broaden their experiences.

Former studies reported speech-gesture integration deficits not only for patients 

with schizophrenia, but also for other diseases, including autism spectrum disorder 

(Eigsti, 2013; Fourie et al., 2020; Hubbard et al., 2012; MacNeil & Mostofsky, 2012; 

Redcay, 2008; Silverman et al., 2010; Stieglitz Ham et al., 2008) and depression 

(Annen et al., 2012; Fiquer et al., 2018; Gupta et al., 2021; Segrin, 1990). It was 

suggested that aberrations in functional brain activation during multimodal integra-

tion  processes,  specifically  aberrations  in  temporal  regions,  provide  a  possible 

common etiology for integration deficits in several clinical populations (Fourie et al., 

2020; Redcay, 2008; Stevenson et al.,  2011; Suffel et al., 2020). Thus, a MSG 

training  might  be  a  promising  therapy  approach  not  only  for  patients  with 

schizophrenia, but also for patients suffering from other psychiatric diseases.

The overall  analyses evaluating  the  MSG training  provide  extraordinarily 

promising results which should be validated and extended in further independent 

studies. Especially the subjectively reported transfer effects of the MSG training, 

the changes in patients' quality of life and the associated neural changes in tempo-

ral regions provide evidence for the possible beneficial effects of innovative add-on 

treatments.  Future  studies  should  investigate  combinations  of  speech-gesture 

training with neural  stimulation techniques like transcranial  magnetic stimulation 

(Walther, Kunz, et al., 2020) or transcranial direct current stimulation  (Schülke & 

Straube, 2019),  which seem to be further promising approaches  (Cavelti  et  al., 

2018). 
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Summary

Dysfunctional social communication is one of the most stable characteristics in pa-

tients with schizophrenia that severely affects quality of life. Interpreting abstract 

speech and integrating nonverbal information is particularly affected. 

Considering the difficulty to treat communication dysfunctions with usual interven-

tion, we investigated the possibility to improve quality of life and co-verbal gesture 

processing in patients with schizophrenia by applying a multimodal speech-gesture 

(MSG) training.

In the MSG training, we offered eight sessions (60 min each) including perceptive 

and expressive tasks as well as meta-learning elements and transfer exercises to 

29 patients with schizophrenia spectrum disorder (SSD). Patients were randomized 

to a waiting-first group (N=20) or a training-first group (N=9), and were compared 

to healthy controls (N=17). Outcomes were quality of life and related changes in 

the neural  processing of abstract  speech-gesture information,  which were mea-

sured  pre-post  training  through  standardized  psychological  questionnaires  and 

functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging, respectively.

Pre-training, patients showed reduced quality of life as compared to controls but 

improved significantly during the training. Strikingly, this improvement was corre-

lated with neural activation changes in the middle temporal gyrus for the process-

ing of abstract multimodal content. Improvement during training, self-report mea-

sures and ratings of relatives confirmed the MSG-related changes.

Together, we provide first promising results of a novel multimodal speech-gesture 

training for patients with schizophrenia. We could link training induced changes in 

speech-gesture processing to changes in quality of  life,  demonstrating the rele-

vance of intact communication skills and gesture processing for well-being.

Clinical Trial Registration: DRKS.de, identifier DRKS00015118
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Study  Protocol: Riedl,  L.,  Nagels,  A.,  Sammer,  G.,  &  Straube,  B.  (2020).  A 

multimodal speech-gesture training intervention for patients with schizophrenia and 

its neural underpinnings–the study protocol of a randomized controlled pilot trial.  

Frontiers in psychiatry, 11, 110.
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Zusammenfassung

Dysfunktionale sozial-kommunikative Fähigkeiten sind eines der stabilsten Merk-

male bei Patient*innen mit Schizophrenie, die die Lebensqualität stark beeinträchti-

gen. Die Interpretation abstrakter Sprache und die Integration nonverbaler Informa-

tionen sind hierbei besonders betroffen. 

Da Kommunikationsstörungen  bei  Schizophrenie  von  herkömmlichen  Therapien 

bisher wenig beeinflusst werden, haben wir ein spezifisches Sprach-Gestik-Trai-

ning (MSG-Training) entwickelt, um die multimodale Verarbeitung und damit auch 

die sozial-kommunikativen Fähigkeiten sowie die Lebensqualität der Patient*innen 

zu verbessern.

Im Rahmen des MSG-Trainings führten wir mit 29 Patient*innen mit Schizophrenie-

Spektrum-Störung (SSD) in acht Sitzungen (je 60 Minuten) ein Training durch, das 

perzeptive  und  expressive  Aufgaben  sowie  Elemente  des  Meta-Lernens  und 

Transferübungen umfasste. Die Patient*innen wurden nach dem Zufallsprinzip ei-

ner Wartegruppe (N=20) oder einer Trainingsgruppe (N=9) zugeteilt und mit ge-

sunden Kontrollpersonen (N=17) verglichen. Untersucht wurden die Lebensqualität 

und die damit assoziierten Veränderungen in der neuronalen Verarbeitung abstrak-

ter Sprach-Gestik-Informationen, die vor und nach dem Training mittels standardi-

sierter psychologischer Fragebögen bzw. mit funktioneller Magnetresonanztomo-

graphie gemessen wurden.

Vor dem Training wiesen die Patient*innen im Vergleich zu den Kontrollpersonen 

eine geringere Lebensqualität auf, die sich jedoch während des Trainings deutlich 

verbesserte. Interessanterweise waren diese Lebensqualitätssteigerungen mit neu-

ralen Aktivierungsänderungen im mittleren temporalen Gyrus für die Verarbeitung 

abstrakter multimodaler Inhalte korreliert. Die ebenfalls gemessene Leistungsstei-

gerung während des Trainings sowie Selbsteinschätzungen und Bewertungen von 

Angehörigen untermauern diese Befunde.

Insgesamt liefern wir erste vielversprechende Ergebnisse zur Wirksamkeit des neu 

entwickelten MSG-Trainings für Patient*innen mit Schizophrenie. Wir konnten trai-
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ningsinduzierte Veränderungen in der Sprach-Gestik-Verarbeitung mit  Steigerun-

gen der Lebensqualität in Verbindung bringen und damit die Bedeutung intakter 

sozial-kommunikativer Fähigkeiten für das allgemeine Wohlbefinden aufzeigen.
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Appendices

Proof of Concept Contrasts of Neural Activation

Exploratory proof of concept contrasts were calculated:

For the gesture contrasts SG > G and SG > S and for the contrast of abs > con  

conditions, conjunctions 0 (minimum t-statistics) were calculated to examine overall 

group similarities.

The conjunction of group contrasts for effects of speech (contrast (I), see figure 23) 

and for effects of gesture (contrast (II), see figure 24) over both groups and mea-

surements show strong bilateral temporal activation and strong bilateral occipital 

and superior parietal activation, respectively, which can be rated as a proof of prin-

ciple.

The conjunction of group contrasts, contrast (III), shows furthermore a common ac-

tivation in the left middle temporal gyrus (MTG) for the effects of abstractness (see 

figure  25), suggesting that the temporal lobe is similarly engaged in control sub-

jects and SSD patients. We have previously shown similar common neural activa-

tion for the perception of metaphoric gestures in healthy subjects and SSD patients 

(Choudhury et al., 2021). These findings suggest at least some unimpaired neural 

mechanisms that are relevant for abstractness processing and audiovisual integra-

tion, which may provide the basis for a successful MSG training intervention focus-

ing  on the  potentially  disrupted  processing  of  abstract  context  ('concretism')  in 

schizophrenia.

In healthy subjects, in addition to predominantly left temporal regions, also the infe-

rior frontal gyrus (IFG) was found to play a crucial role in the processing of abstract 

compared to concrete speech content  (A. M. Rapp et al., 2012). Former studies 

found aberrant inferior frontal activation in SSD patients for abstractness process-

ing (Jeong et al., 2009; Kircher et al., 2007; Rossetti et al., 2018) and gesture inte-

gration in an abstract content (Straube et al., 2014; Straube, Green, et al., 2013). 
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The lack of common activation in the IFG in controls and SSD patients is thus no 

exceptional finding.

(I) Effects of speech: (control group ses-pre (SG > G)) ∩ (SSD group ses-pre (SG 

> G)) ∩ (SSD group ses-post (SG > G))

For the conjunction of groups (control group ∩ SSD group) and sessions (ses-pre 

∩ ses-post) over the verbal contrast (SG > G), significant activation was found bi-

laterally in a cluster with a peak in the superior temporal gyrus.
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Figure 23: Glass brain visualization of neural activation for verbal contrast (SG > G) in integration 
(conjunction 0, minimum t-statistics) of groups and sessions. Activation clusters were thresholded at 
p < 0.01, with a minimum cluster size of 221 voxels. Crosshair points at the left STG [x = -60, y = -
12, z = 0], at the right STG [x = 62, y = 0, z = -4]. 

STG = superior temporal gyrus; L = left; R = right.
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(II) Effects of gesture: (control group ses-pre (SG > S)) ∩ (SSD group ses-pre (SG 

> S)) ∩ (SSD group ses-post (SG > S))

For the conjunction of groups (control group ∩ SSD group) and sessions (ses-pre 

∩ ses-post) over the gestural contrast (SG > S), significant activation was found bi-

laterally in a cluster extending from middle temporal regions to parietal and occipi -

tal gyrus.
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Figure 24: Glass brain visualization of neural activation for gestural contrast (SG > S) in integration 
(conjunction 0, minimum t-statistics) of groups and sessions. Activation clusters were thresholded at 
p < 0.01, with a minimum cluster size of 221 voxels. Crosshair points at the right MTG [x = 48, y = -
66, z = 6], at the left MTG [x = -48, y = -70, z = 8], left SPG [x = -32, y = -54, z = 60] and at the right 
SPG [x = 28, y = -52, z = 58]. 

MTG = middle temporal gyrus; SPG = superior parietal gyrus; L = left; R = right.
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(III) Effects of abstractness: (control group ses-pre (abs > con)) ∩ (SSD group ses-

pre (abs > con)) ∩ (SSD group ses-post (abs > con))

For the conjunction of groups (control group ∩ SSD group) and sessions (ses-pre 

∩ ses-post) over  the abstractness contrast (abs > con), significant activation was 

found in left middle temporal gyrus.
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Figure  25: Glass brain visualization of neural activation for abstractness contrast (abs > con) in 
integration (conjunction 0, minimum t-statistics) of groups and sessions. Activation clusters were 
thresholded at p < 0.01, with a minimum cluster size of 221 voxels. Crosshair point at the left MTG 
[x = -52, y = -12, z = -10]. 

MTG = middle temporal gyrus; L = left; R = right.
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Within-Subjects Effects

To get an overview of the single abstractness effects in the multimodal condition in 

the individual groups at the different measurement sessions, simple within-subjects 

effects were calculated.

The within-subjects effect of abstractness in the control group pre MSG training in 

the multimodal condition showed significant activation in left precentral and tempo-

ral regions as well as in right middle cingulate gyrus (contrast (IV), see figure 26). 

As outlined above, a left lateralized network of neural activation, particularly in tem-

poral and frontal regions, has been reported for the processing of abstract speech 

in healthy individuals (A. M. Rapp et al., 2012). Although our sample in the control 

group is small, we can already find similar activation patterns in the multimodal pro-

cessing of abstractness.

Unlike in the control group, we found increased activation in SSD patients in sev-

eral  frontal, temporal and parietal, postcentral and occipital regions as well as in 

cuneus and thalamus and in parts of the cerebellum for the processing of abstract 

compared to concrete speech and gesture pre MSG training (contrast (V), see fig-

ure 27). Hyperactivation in general is reported in previous studies for dynamic so-

cial, emotional and attentional gesture perception (Wible, 2012) and at least par-

tially being associated with formal though disorders in general (Cavelti et al., 2018). 

Thus, the hyperactivation we also in our subjects might reflect an increased inte-

gration effort for abstract content in patients with schizophrenia (Green et al., 2009; 

Straube, Green, et al.,  2013; Willems et al.,  2007).  Post MSG training (contrast 

(VI), see figure  28), the patients show even higher activation in several clusters, 

but a particular increase in the left temporal lobe. 
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(IV) control group ses-pre in SG condition, effect of abstractness: absSG > conSG

For the control group in ses-pre, abstractness contrast (absSG > conSG), signifi-

cant activation was found in several clusters, including left frontal to precentral and 

temporal regions and a right hemispheric cluster in middle cingulate gyrus._
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Figure 26: Glass brain visualization of neural activation for the effect of abstractness in multimodal 
condition (absSG > conSG) in  the control  group's  first  fMRI  measurement  (ses-pre).  Activation 
clusters were thresholded at p < 0.01, with a minimum cluster size of 221 voxels. Crosshair points 
at the left PreCG [x = -44, y = 10, z = 46], right MCC [x = 14, y = 2, y = 32], left MTG [x = -50, y = 2, 
z = -22]. 

PreCG = precentral gyrus; MCC = middle cingulate and paracingulate gyri; MTG = middle temporal 
gyrus; L = left; R = right.
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(V) SSD group ses-pre in SG condition, effect of abstractness: absSG > conSG

For the SSD group in ses-pre, abstractness contrast (absSG > conSG), significant 

activation was found in large clusters covering bilateral frontal  and temporal re-

gions and insula, postcentral regions, precuneus, cuneus, thalamus and parts of 

the cerebellum. _
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Figure 27: Glass brain visualization of neural activation for the effect of abstractness in multimodal 
condition  (absSG  >  conSG)  in  the  SSD  group's  first  fMRI  measurement  (ses-pre).  Activation 
clusters were thresholded at p < 0.01, with a minimum cluster size of 221 voxels. Crosshair points 
at the left IFGtriang [x = -50, y = 22, z = 2], right INS [x = 36, y = 6, z = 12], left PCUN [x = -16, y = -
42, y = 58], right CER [x = 20, y = -54, z = -38], right STG [x = 46, y = -30, z = -2], right CUN [x = 14,  
y = -76, z = 28] and left Thalamus [x = -14, y = -24, z = 8]. 

IFGtriang  =  triangular  part  of  inferior  frontal  gyrus;  INS  =  insula;  PCUN =  precuneus;  CER = 
cerebellum; STG = superior temporal gyrus; CUN = cuneus; L = left; R = right.
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(VI) SSD group ses-post in SG condition, effect of abstractness: absSG > conSG

For the SSD in ses-post, abstractness contrast (absSG > conSG), significant acti-

vation was found in a large cluster over the whole brain with a peak activation in 

left middle temporal regions._
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Figure 28: Glass brain visualization of neural activation for the effect of abstractness in multimodal 
condition  (absSG  >  conSG)  in  the  SSD  group's  after  training  fMRI  measurement  (ses-post). 
Activation  clusters  were  thresholded  at  p  <  0.01,  with  a  minimum cluster  size  of  221  voxels. 
Crosshair points at the left MTG [x = -54, y = 4, z = -22], left SMA [x = 0, y = 20, z = 58], right STG 
[x = 48, y = -10, y = -10], left Caudate [x = -10, y = 2, z = 14], left C ER [x = -32, y = -52, z = -48], 
right Thalamus [x = 10, y = -4, z = -6], left MFG [x = -40, y = 14, z = 46], left ACC [x = -8, y = 44, z = 
0], left CER [x = -30, y = -60, -22] and right CER [x = 12, y = -46, z = -54]. 

MTG = middle temporal gyrus; SMA = supplementary motor area; STG = superior temporal gyrus; 
CER = cerebelum; MFG = middle frontal gyrus; ACC = anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri; L =  
left; R = right.
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Study Data and Training Material Availability

Anonymized behavioral and clinical data as well as MSG training material and de-

tailed information about our assessments are freely available under CCBy Attribu-

tion  4.0  International  license  on  the  Open  Science  Framework:  DOI 

10.17605/OSF.IO/UH4F9.
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Lebenslauf

Die Seite  93  (Lebenslauf)  enthält  persönliche Daten.  Sie  ist  deshalb  nicht  Be-

standteil der Online-Veröffentlichung.
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Autorenbeteiligungen an den Studien

Study I: Riedl, L., Nagels, A., Sammer, G., & Straube, B. (2020). A multimodal 
speech-gesture training intervention for patients with schizophrenia and its neural 
underpinnings–the study protocol of a randomized controlled pilot trial. Frontiers in 
psychiatry, 11, 110. DOI: 10.3389/fpsyt.2020.00110.
Projektadministration LR
Konzeptionalisierung BS, AN, GS, LR
Manuskriptentwurf LR
Manuskriptüberarbeitung LR, BS, AN, GS
Forschungsmittelakquisition BS, AN, GS
Betreuung BS

Study II: Riedl,  L.,  Nagels,  A.,  Sammer, G.,  Choudhury, M.,  Nonnenmann, A., 
Sütterlin,  A.,  Feise,  C.,  Haslach,  M.,  Bitsch,  F. &  Straube,  B.  (2021).  A  Novel 
Multimodal Speech-Gesture Training and Its Impact on Quality of Life and Neural 
Processing in Patients With Schizophrenia Spectrum Disorder. A Pilot Randomized 
Controlled Trial. PsyArXiv. DOI: 10.31234/osf.io/a8wn4 
Projektadministration LR
Konzeptionalisierung BS, AN, GS, LR
Rekrutierung LR, AN, MC, AS, CF, MH, FB
Datenerhebung LR, AN, MC, AS, CF, MH, FB
Datenanalyse LR
Dateninterpretation LR, BS
Manuskriptentwurf LR
Manuskriptüberarbeitung LR, BS, AN, GS, MC, FB
Forschungsmittelakquisition BS, AN, GS
Betreuung BS

Weitere Beteiligungen an zitierten Artikeln

Choudhury,  M.,  Steines,  M.,  Nagels,  A.,  Riedl,  L.,  Kircher,  T.,  &  Straube,  B. 
(2021).  Neural  Basis  of  Speech-Gesture  Mismatch  Detection  in  Schizophrenia 
Spectrum  Disorders.  Schizophrenia  Bulletin,  sbab059. 
https://doi.org/10.1093/schbul/sbab059

Gau, R., Noble, S., …  Riedl, L., ... . (2021). Brainhack: Developing a culture of 
open,  inclusive,  community-driven  neuroscience.  Neuron. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2021.04.001
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Danksagung

Die  Seiten  97-98  (Danksagung)  enthalten  persönliche Daten.  Sie  sind  deshalb 

nicht Bestandteil der Online-Veröffentlichung.
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Ehrenwörtliche Erklärung

Die Seite 99 (Ehrenwörtliche Erklärung) enthält persönliche Daten. Sie ist deshalb 

nicht Bestandteil der Online-Veröffentlichung.
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